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He rose up to lead Black people in the continuing
struggle for.freedom and equality, but always walked
in an aura of love. His thrust for full black citizen-
ship was fueled by a tough but theologically sound
attitude of total nonviolence.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., won his first major
battle in the war on segregation in Montgomery,
Ala., the cradle of the old Confederacy.
The point of no return for the stocky, broad
shouldered preacher with skin the color of burnished
mahogany came in 1956.
King organized and led the famed Montgomery
bus boycott that led, after hundreds of Negroes walk-
ed to work for more than a year, to the integrated
seating on the transit buses in the Alabama capital.
It was a victory that many Southerners found
difficult to believe and it launched King on a con-
tinuing campaign to abolish all forms of segregation
in the deep south and elsewhere.
His campaigns took him into historic August-
ine, Fla., the streets of Birmingham, Ala., a n d
rural southern towns like Albany, Ga., Danville, Va.,
and Selma, Ala.
King, advocating nonviolence, became the na-
tion's best known civil rights leader and his ceaseless
battle won for him the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964. He
accepted the prize on behalf of "all men who love
peace and brotherhood."
King was pastor of the Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church one block from the State Capitol when he be-
came the driving force behind the bus boycott that
led to one of the most significant victories in the civil
rights movements of the 1950s. .
King kept up the hopes of the Negroes with
weekly mass meetings in Negro churches for the en-
tire year of the boycott.
It was during that year that King, long an ad-
mirer of Mohandaa K. G ndhi's passive resistance
movement that broke the back of the British rule in
India, perfected non-violence as the basic weapon for
the war on segregation.
Since the Montgomery bus boycott thousands of
Negroes have gone to jail under King's leadership.
King himself was in jail more than a dozen times
in seven years. He often led demonstrators clad in
blue jeans and a denim jacket.
When he was in a Georgia jail in 1960, his wife,
pregnant with their fourth child, received a call from
Sen. John F. Kennedy, the Democratic nominee for
president.
Mrs. King told newsmen Kennedy had told her
he was "very much concerned for both of us. He
wanted me to know he was thinking about us and he
would do all he could to help."
King was released from jail the next day a n d
Kennedy won thousands of Negro votes that helped
make him the. 35th President of the United States.
With the winning of the bus boycott, King left
Montgomery, came to Atlanta as associate pastor of
his ather's Ebenezer Baptist Church and organized
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the
movement that began spearheading militant racial
programs in the South.
While others worked at long-range programs of
voter registration and education, King and his or-
ganization hit at shorter range targets; the right of
Negroes to eat in any restaurant, apply for jobs as
policemen and firemen or to try on a dress in a de-
partment store.
King leaned heavily on the dramatic and on the
weight of public opinion. He used symbolic cities for
campaigns. After a punishing drive in a city like
Birmingham, his organization often grew unusually
inactive.
"We are just taking stock," King would say. A
few months later there would be another campaign
somewhere else in the South.
King .logged hundreds of thousands of miles in
cross-country flights, lecturing and raising funds for
his movement. Statements, protests and demands
flew thick and fast from his headquarters, aimed at
the press, public officials, the general public and the
President of the United States.
King was a silver-tongued orator who captured
the attention of multitudes. His written word w a s
sharp and dramatic.
During the 1963 Negro March on Washington,
King was the final platform speaker. His address
was typical of his delivery but not spectacular. But
at the end of his prepared remarks, the Negro leader
thrust forward his arms and delivered without notes
his famous "I have a dream" remarks in which he
told his vision for black Americans.
His most famous prose came in his "Letter From
A Birmingham Jail" during his lock-up for demon-
stration activity during the 1963 Birmingham in-
tegration effort.
Written in answer to fellow clergymen who had
criticized his approach, King wrote that he was try-
ing to stand between the complacency of silent Chris-
tians and the hatred of Black nationalist groups.
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Memphians In Atlanta For Dr. King's Rites
By M. L. REID
ATLANTA — More than 1,000
Memphians came by car, bus
and plane to Atlanta last Tues-
day, April 9, for the funeral
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
two bus caravans, one charter-
ed by State Representative J.
0. Patterson, Jr., and the other
by the Memphis branch of the
NAACP.
Four Memphis officials flew
Most of the Memphians jour- to Atlanta aboard a private
on the Morehouse campus.r
They were city councilmen'
Fred Davis, J.L. Netters and
Downing Pryor and C. Odell
Horton, director of city hos-
pitals.
There were so many out-of-
neyed to the Georgia city in plane and attended the services town buses chartered into At-
lents that they had to be park-
ed on the lot at Braves Sta-
dium and passengers shuttled
to town on city buses.
The stopping point in town
was the First Presbyterian
Church, where hospitality was
shown to visitors. The church
was near the Georgia capi-
tol and some 10 blocks from
the Ebenezer Baptist Church
where a glance at television
in the church showed the morn-
ing funeral was just about to
begin and dignitaries were
having a difficult time getting
inside.
One Memphian, Rufus Jones,
president of Jones and Associ-
ates Insurance company, re-I
ported being Inside for the
service. He went to the church
five hours before it began.
Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy,
widow of the late President
John F. Kennedy, who like
Mrs. Coretta King was made
a widow by an assassin's bul-
let, had to be helped through'
MEMPHIS OFFICIALS —
Seated on second row, be-
ginning second from left,
are four officials of the city
of Memphis who were preg-
tl largg throng for the serv-
ice.
All of the Presidential hope-
fuls, announced and unan-
nounced, attended the serv-
ices at Ebenezer and again on
the Morehouse College campus.
The VIP list included Vice
President Hubert H. Humph-
rey, former Vice President
Richard M. Nixon, Michigan's
Governor George Romney, New
York's Govern or Nelson
Rockefeller and Mrs. Rocke-
feller, Senators Robert F. Ken-
nedy and Eugene McCarthy
and New York City's Mayor
C. 0. M. E.
Pushes For
Investigation
After 10 weeks of marching
and harassment, the sanitation
workers have received the dig-
nity and justice they fought for
through an agreement between
the city and the union.
The strike which resulted in
the death of Martin Luther King,
Jr., ended early Tuesday after-
'noon, with the unanimous agree-
See Page 2 ment of the union.
ent on the Morehouse Col-
lege campus for the funeral
of Dr. Martin Luther King.
C. Odell Horton, director of
Memphis City Hospitals;
City Councilmen ii.. Net-
ters, Fred Davis and
Downing Pryor. A fourth
councilman, Atty. 1.0. Pat-
terson, was in Atlanta for
May 1. the strikers will re-
ceive a 10 cent an hour increase
and in September they will te-
ceive another 5 cent an hoer
increase.
The union received "recogni-
tion under a memo of agree-
ment which is not considered
to be exclusive." The deduction. .
See Page 2
the funeral services. Atty.
Horton is a graduate of
Morehouse College. (MLR
Photo)
SCLC HONOR (,l'ARD --
Members of the staff of
Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference were hen-
or guards at the funeral of
Dr. Martin Luther Sing,
Jr.. on the Morehouse Col-
lege campus, and here
they are seen during the
service in front of the col
lege administration build
ing. The casket was later
placed in a marble tomb in
South View Cemetery in
Atlanta. (MLR Photo)
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M. L. K.: HIS LIFE WAS A PATH OF LOVE
By BETTY WASHINGTON
There was this voice that
kept crying in the wilderness.
At first all the people want-
ed to know who he was. They
asked, "What doctrine is this?'
As is generally the case, men
began to stand nearer. They
were curious to know more
about this young man who
had begun to show himself
as a fearless person even in
the face of danger.
After a while his fame spread
across the land, and even
across the water as he gath-
ered many followers People
marvelled at the way he made
blind men see. Weak men
started walking beside him.
One day on one of hi, longest
journeys a one-leg indu walked
with him.
Sometimes all the people
would just sit But when the
day came that he asked them
to walk into the dangerous
places they went willingly, even
if it meant going to prison, or
being beaten, or dying. Many
of his followers did die. But the
others didn't turn hack. Some-
times it seemed that all the,
city was gathered at his door.
There was never enough time
for him to rest. The people
knew that, like his father, he
would come to them whenever
he felt there was need. They
called him often.
Any man who so many loved
must expect that there will
also be the despisers. That was
the case with this young man.
Even those who said they lov-
ed him would mock him, and
deride those very things about
which he preached.
Still he had their respect.
He told those near him one
day, "Let us go north, there
we have a job to do." In the
new area a lot of the people
said they didn't need anyone
to help them. Some of those
who held high positions told,
him to get out of their towns
and said he was an "agitator."
He persisted, telling them
their's was a very serious sick-
ness. He told them again and
again until many became tired
of hearing, that all men were
brothers. They scoffed, natural-
y. Very often he quoted from
this book from which he said.
he received most of his inspira-
tion. He told them this book'
said men should no longer takei
part in wars, or words to that
effect.
They told him to go away l
and mind his business, and1
not to interfere in matters
which did not concern him.'
Then he became a little angry
and he told them he would work
wherever he saw fit, whether:
it be among the cotton pickers.
in the South, or among the
urban sharecroppers and straw-
bosses. He said he would also
work on the men who lived
in all of the big white houses
across the land.
This time they said he had
gone too far, but he refused to
turn back. There were the hun-
gry people who had to be fed.
He said there should be more
sharing. Some of the people
who knew him best said in
most important character in
this book he was always telling
people to read. The man in the
book was about the same age
as himself.
He tried to do pretty much
the same as the other man had
done, he planted ideas. Some
of his ideas died in the blaze
of gunfire, others rotted in de-
cayed cities, some fell among
thorns.
Some of those ideas, how-
ever, fell on the ground and
later sprang up and produced
new fruit.
He called his closest allies
together and told them
he didn't believe he would be
with them much longer. He
also told them that among his
followers there were those
who would betray him, he
wasn't really afraid even then,
but he knew his people would
need a new leader if anything
did happen to him.
So he picked a leader and
then told the small group of
men around him to be ready
for the end which he said was
near.
Unfortunately, too many of
Sanitation
(Continued From Page 1)
will be made by the Credit
Union.
A letter will be sent to the
city controller by the credit
union with a list of workers who
wish to have dues deducted from
their pay. The agreement per-
mits grievance procedure, ad-
visory arbitration, and promo-
tions proceedure. The agree-
ment also contains a no strike
clause.
Following the announcement'
of the strike settlement, min-
isters representing Community
On the Move for Equality (C.O.
M.E.) urged the city council to
form a hearing committee to
investigate instances of "police
brutality upon innocent citi-
zens." Rev. James Lawson said,
"something must be done to
stop police repression."
In regards to the recent cur-
few. Rev. H. Ralph Jackson said
that the curfew applied only to
the Black community. He cited
a "teenage rock and roll party"
going on in the Peabody Hotel
during curfew hours.
Council James Netter offered
the council a resolution that will
i give "the Negro community a
feeling the council is trying to
do something." The resolution
was passed following extended
his last days his main thoughts
were about all the people who
hadn't enough clothing, those
who had no place to work, and
those who had become sick in
spirit.
He kept telling everybody
they could change things by ex-
pressing "divine dissatisfac-
tion," but at the same time he
warned them that they would
have to "act out of love."
Well, that was a bitter pill
to swallow. "The man was
crazy," some people said.
the folks had become luke-
warm, nobody knows for sure
just what he went through. He
went off to himself, and asked
a few of his men to wait for
him awhile, and asked them
not to go to sleep because he
needed them as never before.
His men were also tired, so
they dozed a little then he
called them and he said "I need
you to be awake." And they
could see in his face that he
was agonizing over some prob-
lem. •
He asked them to tarry with
him a little longer.
Then he went away again
and this time when he return-
ed he seemed to have made upi
his mind that everything wouldi
be alright, as though he had
accepted whatever it was he
felt was coming.
His accusers became more
vehement. When some of his
followers said he had let them
down, that he had run. He wasi
deeply hurt, but there can be
hardly any doubt that he under-
stood that even when he died.
After that many became sor-
rowful, remembering how they
had turned their backs on him
or had taken him for granted.
Many wept and beat their
breast and said over and over
again, "Through my fault."
These people who confessed
they had not loved him enough
suddenly found new ways to
speak out as if they had found
a new language. The share-
croppers spoke. The rich men
spoke. The poets spoke. The
Memphians Solving King Murder
Frequently he quoted the Rouncl-The-Clock Job(Coodoned From Page 1)John Lindsay.
Seen in the front rows of
mourners at the college cam-
pus were UN Undersecretary
Ralph Bunche, Jackie Robin-
son and Mrs. Robinson, Lena
Horne, Earth& Kitt, gospel
singer Clara Ward and numer-
ous celebrities from the sports
world.
Mrs. King requested that al
taped excerpt from a sermon
Dr. King delivered at the
church on Feb. 4 be played,
and members of the congrega-
tion wept as his voice said:
"If any of you are around
when I have to meet my day,
I don't want a long funeral.
And if you get somebody to de -
liver the eulogy, tell him not
to talk too long . . . Tell him
not to mention that I have a
Nobel Peace Prize — that isn't
important.
"Tell him not to mention
where I went to school.
"I'd like somebody to men-
tion that day that Martin Luth-
er ling, Jr., tried to give his
life serving others.
"I'd like for somebody to say
that day that Martin Luther
King, Jr., tried to love some-
body. I want you to say that
day that I tried to be right
on the war question.
"I want you to be able to
say that day that I did try to
feed the hungry. And I want
you to be able to say that day
that I did try to clothe those
who were naked.
"I want you to say on that
day that I did try, in my life,
to visit those who were in pris-
on. I want you to say that I
tried to love and serve humani-
ty."
Dr. Ralph Abernathy, who
succeeded Dr. King as presi-
dent of the Southern Christian
Leadership C o nference, of-
ficiated at both services.
At Ebenezer, a brief tribute
was delivered by Dr. L. Har-
old Wolfe, dean of Wesley
Theological Seminary, Wash-
ington, who was one of Dr.
King's teachers at Boston Uni-
versity.
Dr. Wolfe said, "It is for us
to finish his work, to end the
awful destruction in Vietnam,
to root out every trace of race
prejudice from our lives, to
bring the massive powers of
this nation to aid the oppressed
and to heal the hate-scarred
world."
It was past noon when the
service ended and the body of
Dr El in a looming Afri• rig, 
by Memphis Stat‘ University workers.can mahogany casket, wasi 
Frank C. Holloman, director
of the Division of Fire and
Police for the city of Memphis,
has a brief statement he hands
to newsmen seeking informa-
tion about the slaying of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
It reads: "The successful
investigation of this case is
the overriding consideration
and for that reason I have no
comment to make concerning
this case at this time. When I
can make any comment with-
out prejudicing the investiga-
tion, I will do so without hesi-
tation or delay."
Persons who have been follow-
ng newspaper accounts of the
search for Dr. King's slayer
this week believed that the
killer had disappeared into
the air, and that the man who
gunned Dr. King down on the
balcony of the Lorraine Motel
on Thursday evening, April 4,
may have accomplished the
"perfect crime."
But the Homicide Division of
the Memphis Pollen Depart-
ment, which is actually respon-
sible for the capture of the mur-
derer, is working around the
clock to solve the case. The
Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion is giving it such assistance
as is needed, at ,the direction
of the U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark.
Newspaper reporters have
followed all of the leads that
were open to them, and the
trail has vanished in Atlanta,
where a white Mustang with
Alabama license plates, which
may have been used as the get-
away car by the slayer, was
found, with no trace of the in-
dividual.
Some theorize that the slay-
er may have been someone
paid a vast sum to kill Dr.
Bing, and that he had been
tracking down the civil rights
leader for months, and that
all of his movements were
watched by the man from a
distance before he finally pull-
ed the trigger on the telescopic
rifle.
Armchair detectives doubt
that the slayer, clever enough
to remain at large for nearly
two weeks after the slaying,
would have been careless
enough to leave any of his
fingerprints in the room where
he stayed only a few hours.
As the Easter weekend ar-
rived, fresh flowers were
placed on the door and the
balcony outside of Room 306
where Dr. King was shot to
death. Thousands of cars drove
slowly down Mulberry st. for
passengers to get a glimpse of
'the spot where Dr. King fell.
MSU Chapter Of AAUP
Plans King Memorial
placed in a farm wagon drawn
debate by two Georgia mules for the
procession to the Morehouse
campus.
When the body arrived on
the campus of Morehouse,
where an estimated 150,000
persons had squeezed, it was
after 2:30, and the funeral
program had to be cut short.
A number of persons were
fainting.
Music for the campus rites
was sung by the Ebenezer
choir and the Morehouse Col-
lege glee club. A former Mem-
phian, Dr. Wendell Whalum,
directed the students.
Dr. Benjamin Mays, presi-
dent emeritus of Morehouse
College where Dr. King was
a student, said in his eulogy
that "being requested to give
the eulogy at the funeral of
Dr. King is like asking one to
eulogize his deceased son, so Alexander, James Alexander, Frank Johnson, Wyzadie Lew-close and so precious was he Anthony Crowe, Joyce Flowers, is, Bernice Moore, Beverly Nel-to me." Michael Gwinn, Beualah Her- son and Josephine Owens.He said that Dr. King did din, Frank Hodges, Vernon And Eugene Murphy, Connienot embrace nonviolence out Jackson and Haywood Town- Ray, Lula Russell, Charleneof fear or cowardice. send.
Sc Lev S"Moral courage was one of
his virtues. As Mahatma Gan-
dhi challenged the British em-
pire without a sword and won,
Martin Luther King, Jr., chal-
lenged the interracial injustice
of his country without a gun.
He had faith to believe that
he would win the battle for so-
cial justice."
ott. on mith, Margaret
Printing is about to begin on the new directory and
Yellow Pages. So remember, extra directory listings
cost very little. And if you're in business, you should be
In the Yellow Pages, too.
The deadline's almost here. Don't miss it. Call our
Business Office now.
Southern Bell
The Memphis State Univer-i faculty memberr toward
sfty chapter of the Amer can memorial, namely the est*
Association of University Pre- lishment of a Martin Luther
lessors this week passed a
resolutions s u p porting the
striking sanitation workers and
establishing a foundation in
memory of Dr Martin Luther
King, Jr.
The resolution read: "The
Memphis S t a te University
chapter of the American Asso-
ciation in this, the first meet-
ing since the assassination of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
In memory of April 4, express-
es its shock for this heinous
crime and its sorrow at Dr.
King's death.
'Aware of the responsibil-
ities of colleges and universi-
ties toward upholding the
American ideas fostered by
Dr. King, the chapter affirms
its support of efforts initiated
qualified Negro personnel in
all departments and on all
levels."
It also voted that one-third
of the present balance in the
treasure of the HSU chapter
of AAUP should be donated to
the Sanitation Workers Fund.
The chapter voted to forego
its usual spring banquet and
the money usually spent for It
go to the striking sanitation
Two Brothers Killed
In Sunday Accident
Funeral services for two
brothers killed in the Sunday
morning crash of their cousin's
automobile were scheduled to
be held on Wednesday night
of this week at the Rock of
Ages CME Church in the Bing-
hampton community.
The victims were Larry
Brown, 17, president of the
Lester High School junior
class, and Frank Brown, 16,
president of the Lester sopho-
more class.
Larry and Frank Brown
were dead on arrival at John
Gaston Hospital after the car
driven by their cousin, James
Edward Brown, 22, of 239
Gracewood at. went out of con-
trol on Parkway in front of
Christian Brothers College and
crashed.
The vel4cle was completely
demolished. James is in the
hospital where his condition
was listed as critical.




; PITTSBURGH — (UPI) —
'Gathered in the shadows of tall.
:buildings owned by some of the
,nation's largest firms, about 200
!Negroes cheered when their
leaders vowed "to bury white
racism," it was learned Tues.
a day
b-
Dr. Mays said that if Jesus
was called to preach the Gos-
pel to the poor, Martin Luther
King was called to bring dig-
nity to the common man.
He added that the assassin
had heard enough condemna-
tion of Dr. King to believe that
he had public support for his
a,ction.
"He knew that there were
millions of people in the
United States who wished
King was dead. He had
support. The Memphis of-
ficials most bear some of
the guilt for Martin Lath-
er King's assassination."
He concluded by paraphras-
ing words of the late President
Kennedy, "that Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s unfinished work on
earth must truly be our own"
Four On Principal's
Roll At Greeter High
week period with averages of
95 and above. On Principal
T. J. Toney's Honor Roll were
Guy Frazier with an average
of 97; Calvin Alexander and
Brady Henderson, whose ave-
rages were 96, and Sandra
Howard, 95.
Four students at Geeter High Junior honor roll students
School made the Principal's' are B e tty Busby, Sidney
Honor Roll for the fourth six- Fields, Hoover Green, Jerry
Hall, Sandra Hudson, ()ail
Luckett, Ruthis McIntyre, Wil-
lie Ruth Knox, William Spight,
Susie Medlock, Deborah Prat-
char, Brenda Russell, Jearline
Taylor, Carole Vann, Thomas
Whitfield and Calvin Wilson.
Seniors on the honor roll are
On the regular honor roll with PegY Hall, Patsy Hamilton,
averages ranging from as to 94 Juristine Hymon, Mary Lee
were 63 other students.
Ninth grade honor students
were Sylvia Brown, Joseph
Jones, Carolyn Howard, Emi-
ly Banks, Samola Banks, El-
nora Bradford, Patraicia Dotson
Reseda Ford, Joe Gordon,
Tenth grade students on the standberry, Pamela Starks.honor roll were Doris Jackson,
Beatrice Bennett, Elaine Dix- 
John Whitfield, Dorothy Wil-
on, Tressie Keys, Edna Mann' 
llama, Larry Tucker, Larry
Jeanette McVey, Harvell Roby 
White, Delores White and Cole-





The Lester High School- Band
will be presented in concert
next Sunday, April 21, in the
Publishing House auditorium
of the Christian Methodist Epis-
copal Church at 531 S. Park-
way East at 4 p.m.
The concert is being spon-
sored by the Jones-Story CME
Church, and proceeds will ben-
efit the church's building fund.
The public is invited.
An evening of enjoyment is
promised. The band will be di-
rected by William Cowser.
Raychelle L. Carhee is
the sponsor.
' Rev. M.H. Burnett is pastor




AMHERST, Mass. — (UPI) —
The trustees of the University
of Massachusetts are consider-
ing easing admission require-
ments to enable more Negroes
from ghetto areas to qualify for
the school.
The program, outlined at a
meeting of the trustees, calls for
an easing of t h e admission
standards for Negroes, a tutor-
ial program to make the transi-
tion to college life easier and
grants to help the students fi-
nancially.
A resolution asking state co-
opOration in the program will be
considered by the trustees on
May 3.
King, Jr. Foundation to pro-
vide resources for community
development and of a scholar-
ship fund in memory of Dr.
King to give tuition aid to du- „Look around and see whodents a ttending Memphis comes out of the buildings atState"
The resolution said that
the administration at /dSU will
The protestors. who marched
through rush-hour traffic from
the city's Hill District, scene of
recent racial disorder, staged a
rally in Mellon Square, a tiny
downtown park.
quitting time," Byrd Brown,
local NAACP president, said,
pointing to U.S. Steel Corp.
"1nten5lf7 fts effnrts t° recruit headquarters. "Then, try to tell
me the companies in Pittsburgh
don't believe in racism."
Brown said the march "may
be the last peaceful demonstra-
tion in Pittsburgh. We aren't
marching any more and we're
not going to beg for anything.
"We're going to organize the
black community and stop being
led by the people downtown."
William Haden, a Negro lead-
er in the Homewood-Bruahton
section, said t h e marchers
"didn't come out of hatred or
to be hated."
stepfather and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. James Coleman, at
2840 Princeton ave. Mr. Cole-
man is a carpenter and Mrs.
Coleman works in a private
home.
Mrs. Coleman said both the
victims were enthusiastic stu-
dents at school, and competed
with each other to see who
could make the best grades.
She showed numerous certifi-
cates Larry had received for ac-
ademic excellence.
Larry was also president of
the D i stributive Education
Class at Lester and worked at
a store in the Poplar Plaza
Shopping Center.
Just recently, Mrs. Coleman
said, the younger boy had told
them that he and Frank were
riding in a car which was in-
volved in the accident.
Aside from their parents, the
victims are survived by three
brothers, Tommie Brown, a
clerk at the Memphis Post
Office; Clifton Brown, recently
returned home after serving
three years in the U.S. Army;
and James Terry Brown, 12;
and three sisters, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Pratcher, 409 Tillman st.,
Mrs. Betty Wright, 405 Tillman
at., and Miss Baibara Brown
of 420 Greenwood at.
Burial will be on Thursday
morning in the Johnson Chapel
CME Church cemetery at
Whiteville, Tenn. N. J. Ford
and Sons Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
poitilcians spoke.
Many people said they be-
lieved they were being gives
another chance. In the past
their ancestors had known a
man like this one. It was the
same man who their leader had
talked about so often.
They recalled that when
the other man died his ideas
suddenly caught on and his
followers multiplied. Maybe
this would happen again, and
maybe this death, painful as
it was, was another blessing.
You would be surprised to
know the number of people
who wondered if the two men
were really the same. Some. 
folksdidn't want to say that
because it sounded to them like
blasphemy. That was one sin
they wanted to steer clear of.
They didn't doubt though,
that the first man might
have been speaking through
their leader, who had told them
that the first man was in each
and every person. What he said
exactly is hard to remember,
but it had something to do with
looking at each man as a
brother and trying to find thp
goodness that lies somewhere
underneath all the ugliness.
He didn't say it would be












2144 Lamar At Ppltkivay
Memphis Ten
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OPEN MITES PL 0 00 P
rialA I SY I NOWSHOWING!
The Academy Award Winners for
Best Picture and best actor!!
THEY GOT A MURDER ON THEIR HANDS.
THEY DON'T KNOW WHAT TO 00 WITH IT!"
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Three Short Plays
Will End Festival
The three short plays ached-i
Wed to close". out LeMoyne's
Spring Arts Festival this week-
end will not be presented until
next week, according to James
Lee, director of drama at the
college.
One of the plays is David
Turner Ward's "Day of Ab-
sence," which had a long run
in New York. It is a comedy
about a small town that aroused
itself one morning and discov-
ered all of the Negroes missing.
The other two plays are Ed-
ward Albee's "The Sandbox"
and Lawrence Ferlinghetti's
"The Allegation."
New dates for the plays are
Thursday, April 25, at 8 p.m.;
Friday, April 26, at 8 P.m,
and Sauturday, April 27, at
10 a.m. ancl 8 p.m.
The plays will be presented
in the little theatre located in
the college's student center.
The cast is composed of Le-
Moyne students and faculty.
New Bethel
Holds Revival
An old fashioned revival is in
progress this week at the New
Bethel Baptist Church at 907
S. Parkway East. The evan-
gelist is Rev. Louis T. Bond,
pastor of Galilee Baptist
Church in Chicago.
The speaker is the son of Dr.
Rev. Dave Bond, pastor of New
Bethel Baptist.
Services began on Easter
Sunday and are being conduct-
ed each night through Friday,
April 19, at 7:30 p.m. The pub-
lic is invited.
Mrs. Fannie Robinson is
church clerk and Mrs. Fannie
Bynum church reporter.
MEN'S DAY PLANNERS
— Annual Men's Day will
be observed at the St.
Luke Baptist Church at
MO Stonewall St. on Sun-
day, April 21, and seen here
are members of the Plan-
,a4 4":044
ning Committee. Seated from
left are Lewis Hudson,
Rev. T. R. Buckner, pastor;
Charlei F. Morris, Sr., and
Leo Whitmore. Standing,
same order, are Nolan Har-
ris, Elliot Mead, Class
*AV',
Ceaves, Ben Lester, Joe
Mcaore and Calvin Alston.
Not shown are Joseph





— M. D. McCoy, center, a
carrier at Main Post Office,
was honored recently as J.
C. Curtis, right, general
superintendent of malls,
attached a Superior Per-
formance pin to his tie and
and W. F. Owen, left, as-
sistant general superinten-
dent of mails, handed him
a 5250 award for outstand-
Next Sunday Postman Wins
Is Men's Day $250 Award
At St. Luke At Main PO
The men of St. Luke Baptist
church at 1.280 N. Stonewall at.,
will observe annual Men's Day
on next Sunday, April 11, at
3 p.m. •
The guest speaker will be
Rev. Coleman Crawford, Jr.,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church.
Music will be sung by the
male chorus of Springhill Bap-
tist Church. The public is in-
vited.
Joseph Brown is general
Chairman of Men's Day, and Leo
Whitmore secretary.
Rev. T. R. Buckner is pastor
of St. Luke Baptist Church.
A S u perior Performance
Award of $250 has been present-
ed to Postman M. D. McCoy
for outstanding service to Mem-
phis postal customers, Acting
Postmaster Lydel Sims an-
nounced today.
Mr. McCoy, carrier at the
Main Post Office, received
the award at a special cere-
mony in his honor on April
11.
Mr. McCoy will retire from
the Memphis Post Office on
April 26 after almost 40 years
of loyal service.
He plans to "take it easy and
enjoy a well-earned rest" at his
home at 700 Edith.
Missionary Day Planned
At Martin CME
Annual Missionary Day wall
be observed at the Martin
Temple CME Church at 65
S. Parkway West on Sunday,
April 28.
The day has been devoted to






During the "Wonder Years"—the formative
years, ages one through twelve, your children
develop in many ways.They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height.To help make the
most of their "Wonder Years," be sure to
serve nutritious Wonder Enriched Bread...
now in the Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.
The special Sta-Fresh wrapper holds
moisture in, is actually airtight. And Wonder's
wrapper has a plastic fastener that you
simply twist to open, twist to close. No inner.
band makes it easier to take slices out, wt
them in again.
Notice the Good Housekeeping Seal on
Wonder's ‘vrapper,too. It's your added assurance
that Wonder is baked with the finest ingredients








Helps build strong bodies 12 ways!.
the Missionary Society, and
the pastor, Rev. Paul Fowlkes,
will give the message at the
11 o'clock hour.
The guest speaker for the
program at 3 p.m. will be
Rev. N. Charles Thomas, di-
rector of the Board of Chris-
tian Education of the First
Episcopal District of the Chris-
tian Methodist Episcopal
Church.
Music' will be furnished by
the combined choirs of the '
church. The public is invited.
Mrs. Milas Watkins is chair-
man, Mrs. Lucille Lipsy co-





Clarence Wilson, 68, who
wrote the music to Tennessee
State University's Alma Ma-
ter, died March 23 in St. Louis
of a ruptured blood vessel. A
member of the class of 1920
when Tennessee State was a
Normal School, Mr. Wilson was
a gifted student. A former St.
CLARENCI WILSON
Louis Public School teacher,
he, retiring in 1966, was serv-
ing his second time as the
president of the National As-
sociation of Negro Musicians-
1941-1948 and 1966 until his
death.
When he passed he was ex-
ecutive secretary of the St.
Louis Teachers Program Cred-
it Union. He had served as
elementary school consultant
for three years and 32 years
as a teacher at Vashon and
Sumner high schools.
Survived by a sister, Mrs.
Ruth Levy of Evanston, Ill.,
Mr. Wilson was buried in Chi-
cago March 28.
lug performance. Looking
on approvingly in rear is
J. V. Hewlett, Mr. McCoy's
supervisor.
Page 3
Church To Hold Tea In Skyway
Gospel Temple Baptist Original fashions will be
Church's Board of Christian
Education will present its an-
nual Fashion Tea in the Sky-
way of the Hotel Sheraton-Pea-
body next Sunday from 4 to 7. The public is invited.
shown, and music furnished


















A PRINCE OF NONVIOLENCE
Join The Nation in Mourning The
Tragic Loss of A World
LEADER ...
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Presiding AME Bishop
To Speak Here Sunday:
Bishop F 1 j ri f,sid-lvfted to St Andrew as. one of
lug bishop 01 the 1 ennessee lthe Centennial Year celebra-
and Kentucky d reit ot the Al- tion speakers and also to fIll
rican M e t hodist Episcopalibis abwrel EikeeoPel visit.Church v. ill deliver the morn-,
ing message at St Andrew The church is rolTentlY
AME Church at Parkway and brating 100 years of Christian
Mississippi on Sunday r• service in activities which will
mg. April 21 at II, 4s a. m. be concluded in October.
Bishop Jordan has been in- One of the widely-known
bishops of his church, Bishop
Jordan has presided in South
and West Africa and has trav-
eled to the church's mission
centers in other areas. He
also represented the church in
national and international
meetings.
He is currently the Episcopal
representative of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church of
the Commission of Consultation
and Church Union. It was dur-
ing his presidency of the Bish-
ops Council of the AME church
that he became affiliated with
the organization.
gt 7:30 p.m. next Sunday,
Bishop Jordan will speak dur-
ing a banquet held in honor of
Rev. Elmer M. Martin, pastor
of St. Andrew.
REV. BURBRIDGE
The public is invited to hear
Bishop Jordan at the morning
service and at the 7:30 ban-
quet.
'MEMPHIS CARES'
Let's use creative materials
in rebuilding what is torn
apart.
Our city has a good national
image Let's keep it that way-
by using some moments of
our time daily, to rebuild
the city that cares.
NEW DAISY
THEATRE
EULOGY AT MOREHOUSE house College, is seen here
— Dr. Benjamin Mays, re- ' delivering the eulogy for
tired president of More Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr .
Ministers Establish
An Emergency Agency
A ney organization designed
to give assistance to persons
in Memphis who do not qualify
!for public welfare has been
set up at the Mt. Moriah Bap-
tist Church at 1098 S. Welling-
too it.
The organization is called'
"Helping Hand and Coopera-
tion" and is headed by Rev.
D. B. Burbridge.
Rev. Burbridge said there are
many people in the underpri-
vileged category for a number
of reasons, and every existing
institution and individual has
a responsibility toward making
some contributions to the eradi-
cation of those conditions.
-With this thought in mind.
a group of us decided to set
up this organization to give
assistance to those who need
nit,' Rev. Burbridge explain-
ed.
He added that with the per-
centage of persons falling with-
in the poverty status, "there
will never be enough welfare
institutions established to meet
the needs of society."
Serving on the committee
with Rev. Burbridge as chair-
man are Revs. J. W. West,
pastor of Mt. Moriah Baptist;
L D. Wortham, Dave Bond.
C. L. Rucker. O.C. Collins. H.
H. Brown, James C. Stewart.
Jr, J. C. Bachus, C. B. Burgs.
A.B. Triplett, H. H. Harper,
P. L. Rowe, J. L Ward, R. S.
Pamphlet and C. S. Polk,.
The organization is making an
appeal to the public for cloth-
ling, food, furniture, appliances
and cash.
Further information may be
t 
th hro er ood
obtained by calling or writing'
to Rev. D. B. Burbridge at 1098
S. Wellington Street. He may
be reached during the day by
calling 948-3113, or at night by
dialing 942-1850.
who was slain in Memphis
on Thursday evening, April
I. by an unidentified as-
sassin on the balcony of
the Lorraine Motel. Seated
to the right of the pulpit
are Rev. B.. L. Hooks pas-
tor of Greater Middle Bap-
tist Church, Memphis; Rev.
Andrew Young, executive di-






Achievement Day, an annual,
observance of the women ofICentenary Methodist Church,i
584 East McLemore, will be
observed at 4 p.m. this Sun-
day, April 21.
Speaker for the occasion will!
be Mrs. Elizabeth Poole of the
Bethlehem Center, located on
Walker Avenue.
"Modern Woman's Search
for Personal Identity" is the
theme of the program which is
under sponsorship of the Wom-
an's Society of Chrisitan
Service.
Mrs. 0. B. Johr;on, presi-
dent, said WSC i attempting
to raise $2,515 this church year
for the support of several pro-
jects.
St.Thomas
For some people it's swing-
ing St. Thomas. Once a pi-
rates' stronghold. Now the
Riviera of the Caribbean. St.
Thomas is a carnival. Sur-
rounded by aquamarine
waters. Covered with flam-
ing hibiscus. With luxury
hotels and friendly guest
houses. Cool rum drinks and
hot steel bands. Cosmopoli-
tan cuisine and international
bargains. Shops filled with
silks, perfume, china, cam-
eras ( take home $200 worth
duty-free, including five
fifths of liquor). If you love
to be where the action is, St.






St. Croix belongs to the old
world. When things were
less hectic and much more
elegant. Roam through the
old Danish streets of Chris-
tiansted. See magnificent
feudal estates with names
like Contentment, Upper
Love, Lower Love, Jealousy.
There's old-world time to
tee off on the new 18-hole
championship golf course.
St. John
St. John is the quiet one.
Small, intimate and serene.
The island that time forgot.
Old plantation ruins covered
with wild flowers. Secluded
cottages on spectacular
beaches. Brilliant coral gar-
dens. Gourmet food and gra-
cious hospitality.
Visit the Virgin Islands.
They'll begin to work their
magic while you're swim-
ming, sunning, sailing, snor-
keling, sight-seeing and
shopping. Slowly and mys-
teriously you'll discover that
one of the islands has be-
witched you—and become
your special island.
The U. S.Virgin Islands
— -
See your travel agent or write U.S. Virgin Islands Government Information ( enter.
l'. Ii, Si" 40 .0,4.1 o.,s, I Si IM, '.1
Easter Program
The Brotherhood of Monumen-
tal Baptist Church presented i
an evening of inspirational
songs to the glory of our Lord
and Savior, Jesus Christ on
Easter Sunday evening in th&
Monumental To Stage
A Calendar Month Tea
The Monumental Baptist
Church, Rev. S.B. Kyles, pas-
tor will sponsor its "Annual
Calendar Month Club Tea" on
Sunday, April 28, at the fabu-
lous new LeMoyne College Stu-
dent Center.
There will be welve beau-
tiful and colorfully decorated
tables each describing the
theme for each month. The
clubs which are judged to
have the most attractively dec-
orated tables will be awarded
prizes. Also, a prize will be
given to the Calendar Month
Club raising the most money
over 000.
A spring fashion show will
be held during the tea. At-
tractive outfits, mostly old but
and Mrs. Rosa Parks,
whose refusal to give up a
seat on a bus in Mont-
gomery. Ala., in 1955 spark-
ed a bus boycott and Dr.
King's leadership in the ci•
vil rights movement Staff
members of SCLC stand be-
hind Dr. King's casket en-
der the speaker's platform.
(MLR Photo)
church auditorium.
Featured on the program;
were the "Pattersonaires", thei
,"Progressive Male Chorus", the
"Bellevue Male Chorus", "New
Galilee Choir", the "Monu-
mental Specials", and the
"Monumental Church Choir".
Solos were presented by Miss
Doris Tolbert, and Melvin
Rogers.
William Hayes is president
of the Brotherhood and Rev. S.
B. Kyles is pastor.
some new and homemade, siJl
be modeled by persons whom
you may know.
The fashion show and tea
will be held between the hours
of 3 and 6 p m. Door prizes
will be given away to visitors.
Mrs. Birteal Benson, Chairman
of the Annual Tea planning
committee, extends her per
sonal invitation to all her
friends and the general public
Ito come and enjoy and parti-
cipate in the Calendar Month
Club Tea and Fashion Show.
This program is a major
fund-raising effort of the Mon-
umental Baptist Church, Rev.
S.B. Kyles is Pastor of the
"Friendly Church on Park-
way."
1.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groupe




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
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DRINK • 4 46- oz.. CONS 1 •
Above: Gigantic 300,000-barrel tank dominates scene at MLGW's new
liquefied natural gas storage facility, located near Arlington, Tennessee.
Above: The most modern fire equipment,
building code requirements, abundant supply
of water, plus adequate pumping stations and
mains combine to give Memphis the lowest
possible fire insurance rates in the country.
Left: The "Big Dipper" takes a sizable bite
out of the time required to construct and
maintain steel pole and tower transmission
lines. The aerial bucket, with a working height
of 95 feet, was added to the Electric Distri-
bution Department in 1967.
Annual Report
YEAR ENDED DECEM EB 31,1967
MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS & WATER DIVISION
ELECTRIC DIVISION GAS DIVISION WATER DIVISION
1967 1966 1967 1966 1967 1966
Revenues—total $43,618.919 S40,946,117 "Revenues—total $37,716,583 $37,832,186 Revenues—total $7,615,926 $7,451,222
Sales—kilowatt hours 4,844,769,000 4,617,060,000 *Sales—cubic feet 93,014,256,000 89,523.600,000 Sales—gallons 23,378,909,800 22,987,466,000
Maximum hourly use (demand), KW.... 1,117,189 1,107,025 Maximum day delivery, Cu. ft. 344,530.000 370,858,000 Maximum hourly pumpage rate
Customers at December 31 225,248 218,932
Customers at December 31 195,982 191,68P (million gallons day) 136.56 170.39
Annual consumption per average
residential customer, KWH 
Average cost per KWH to
residential customer 





Annual consumption per average
residential customer, cu. ft 
Average cost per hundred cubic feet
to residential customer 








Customers at December 31 
Annual consumption per average
residential customer. gallons 
Average cost per thousand gallons







customer $80.22 $79.06 Investment in properties (original cost) S61,267,479 $54,764,110 Revenue per residential customer $31.38 $32.26
*Investment in properties (original cost) 3156,644,146 $145,927,595 Payments to City in lieu of taxes Investment in properties (original cost) $66,633,178 $64,786,890
Payment to City in lieu of taxes $1,078,261 $1,017,008 and as dividends S3,987,393 S3,957,871 Estimated free water and other
'Does not include Generating Facilities leased to TVA in 1965—$1 25,928,470 *Includes sales to Thos. H. Allen Electric Generating Station benefits to City $885,052 $860,082
The high level of economic aCtivity in the751 square miles of Memphis and Shelby
• County served by the Division was reflected in
-the growth of our business during 1967. Res-
idential construction, which suffered elsewhere
in the nation,. was up sharply in our service
.area. Other compiled indictors showed growth,
and the outlook is good for 1968.
The Division spent $20.4 million for capital
.additions in 1967. We estimate $107.7 million
in confftruction during the next five years,
which parallels the forecast of our area's growth.
We anticipate that this extended program will
be financed primarily from revenues and work-
ing capital. This is in line with long-established
Division policies of using current revenues and
reserves to pay all costs of operation and most
of the cost of capital additions. When required,
additional construction funds can be developed
by the sale of revenue bonds. The Division's
financing by revenue bond sales places no
financial obligation or burden on the taxpayers
of the City of.Memphis.
Investment in total plant in service at the
.end of the year was $284.5 million, excluding
generating facilities leased to TVA. Corre-
sponding bonded indebtedness was $60.7 million
for the Electric and Water Divisions. We take
pride in the accelerated retirement of the
Electric Distribution Revenue Bonds from
$88.7 million on issue date in 1963 to $48.2
million at the end of 1967. The TVA Lease
Rental Revenue Bonds of 1963 are completely
funded by annual payments of $6.9 million
from TVA. The Water Division bonded debt
has been reduced to $12.5 million. The Gas
Division is debt free.
Wholesale power costs were increased 7.2%
by TVA in August. The Division absorbed
about one third of this cost and raised resale
rates by approximately 2.5%. Water rates
have not changed since 1956. Natural gas
rates have remained stable since 1959 except
for two residential rate reductions in the last
four years. The Division has a continuing
policy of maintaining the lowest possible utility
rates consistent with good business practices.
In 1967, we paid the City of Memphis
$5,065,000 in lieu of tax payments and as
dividends and, in addition, we provided free
water and other services. Since 1940, the Divi-
sion has made cash payments to the City in
excess of $79 million.
Plans for a new five-story, multi-million
dollar Administration Building were completed
and advertised for bids, and a contract was
awarded. Construction on a site at Main and
Beale Streets is expected to take two years.
The liquefied natural gas storage facility was
completed at a cost of $8 million. With a
capacity of one billion cubic feet, the above-
ground tank is the largest in the nation.
The first of three strategically located, all-
purpose service centers was completed in
December. The Hickory Hill facility houses
A copy .of the 1967 Annual
electric, gas, and water distribution crews and
customer servicemen to speed work in the
south and east sections of Memphis and Shelby
County. Completely equipped for independent
operation, the modern, $895,000 center will
serve as a model for two other centers to be
built in north and east Shelby County.
With the cooperation of other industrial
development agencies, Memphis Light, Gas &
Water continued its aggressive bid for a bigger
share of the nation's business. For the third
year, a hard-hitting advertising schedule in
leading national business publications and on
radio in key markets has spelled out the ad-
vantages of a plant location in Memphis.
On behalf of the Board of Commissioners
of the Light, Gas and Water Division we
thank our 2,887 employees for making pee-
Bible a fine 1967 report.
Respectfully submitted,
BOARD Or LIGHT, GAS
AND WATER COMMISSIONERS
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Does Memphis Care,
Mr. Hollowman?
The stand director Hollowman
took last week in regards to the police
brutality in Memphis is typical of some
one who has not and will probably
never have the control of his organiza-
tion. This brutality also exemplifies
just how much Memphis Cares. T h e
black people who are the recipient of
the police brutality are the very people
Martin Luther King Jr., fought and
died for.
For Director Hollowman to state
that he can ot do anything about
the brutality unless those brutalized
come down to see him personally, shows
a definite sign vf bad faith, in t h e
black community lack of leadership
and bad communications with the va-
rious elements in his department. Since
there were wide-spread reports of po-
lice brutality in the community, it was
and still is Director Hollowman's duty
to look into the problems, with or with-
out personalized reports from victims
of the unnecessary brutality. The mere
fact that he has ignored the situation.
after nine weeks of intensified brutali-
ty, shows he obviously has rio business
being head of the police department. If
he can't look into the most outstanding
complaint and most likely one of the
only complaints against his depart-
ment Memphis doesn't need him.
The entire black community a n d
much of the white community are
aware that this brutality exist, a n d
people all over the world know that
Memphis has now become an unofficial
police state. As long as this attitude of
apathy prevails, Memphis will exist as
the community that didn't care a n d
the blame can be placed directly on
Commissioner Hollowman along with
other city officials who have demon-
strated a lack of interest in all the
people of Memphis.
Dr. King And Memphis
It is a deliberate misreading of
events to blame Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., for the Memphis riot. His
protest marchers were not involved in
the disorders that took place in the al-
ready racially tensed Southern c it y.
Those who are looking for an oppor-
tunity to discredit Dr. King and ques-
tion his motives and leadership have no
compunction in making him a conveni-
ent scapegoat.
As we have pointed out bef or e,
Memphis, for weeks has been a smol-
dering caldron waiting for the occasion
to boil over into a racial outburst. What
happened last Friday, could have hap-
pened even if s'ie marchers had been
Sunday School children on their way
to a picnic ground.
Those who take pain to ascribe the
ensuing disorders to Dr. King purpose-
ly ignore the fact that the garbage
collectors, who are all Negro. went on
strike because of low pay and that
white men have taken their places as
strike-breakers. It is a kind of a situa-
tion completely at variance with estab-
lished traditions of organized workers.
Strike breakers are virtually an an-
achronism in modern labor union his-
tory. Certainly, no white group of
workers, organized or not, would tol-
erate so vicious an anti-labor tatic.
Obviously Memphis officials want
to bring the black power workers to
their knees rather than mediate t h e
dispute on equitable terms. The situa-
tion is still raw. Dr. King came to
Memphis to lend his moral leadership
to the Negro strikers and organize
public sentiment on their behalf.
The riot that erupted was not a
part of his plans. He has established
beyond a shadow of a doubt his rep-
utation for peaceful, orderly and dig-
nified protest demonstrations. He has
never advocated violence, n o t
even in retaliation of brutal, unwar-
ranted physical encounters.
Those who accuse him of instigat-
ing the riot are ceasing upon the oc-
casion to ventilate their dislike of him
and the civil rights cause which he
expouses with impressive logic and in-
tellectual honesty. They would rather
condemn him than condemn the in-
tolerable conditions that breed riots.
Men-This is a typical American
city where the rights of a black man
are recognized only in terms of plat-
form rhetoric. There will be no racial
peace in the United States so long
as such a mood and attitude prevail.
A Voice Has Been Stilled
The voice of Dr. Martin Luther'
King Jr., has been stilled. His assas-
sination alters, perhaps mornentarily,1
the peaceful course of the thrust for '
freedom and equality. The eloquent and
selfless pleader for justice and racial
understanding has carried into his
grave the moral restraint and the
spiritual formula for non-violence. De-
spite their solemn commitment to his
social philosophy, to his way of life,
King's disciples will be impotent in the
attempt to stay the emotional surge for
vengeance that his martyrdom is bound
to stir.
His death is staggering and its im-
pact can be felt at every level of Ameri-
can life. Never before had the Negro
cause been argued and presented with
such bigor and such intellectual hon-
esty; but a vigor that was tempered
with gentleness, a n d an intellectual
honesty that was cushioned by humili-
ty and contagious forbearance. As. he
would say with unmatched fervor, '"Let
freedom ring from Stone Mountain of
Georgia, let freedom ring from Lookout
Mountain in Tennessee, let freedom
ring from every hill and molehill in
Mississippi. From every mountainside
let freedom ring."
America has never listened to a
voice that synchronized so well with
the rhythm of the compulsive march
of events. The poetry of his speech
!softened the harshness of the struggle
as a running brook softens the back-
ground of a rocky landscape.
Though Dr. King put body a n d
soul in the crucible of racial misunder-
standing, he never once avoided the
logic 01 peaceful approach as a prac-
tical, reasonable means in the quest for
settlement of convulsive racial prob-
lems. No one could hear him without -
a sharply heightened sense of the tra-
gedy of American race prejudice.
The assumption that men are ra-
tional and can be stirred by the voice
of truth became a storybook tale when
the assassin's bullet crushed into the
face of the civil rights leader and end-
ed King's dream of an America "trans-,
formed into an oasis of freedom a n d
justice."
The civil rights movement h a s
been dealth a severe blow. It is a ques-
tion now: whether King's unfinished
business can be carried out without
even more violence despite entreaties
from official Washington. The Negro
people are writhing with emotions.
They are teetering between hope and
despair. There is a tidal wave of feel-
ing against the conditions that are
creating two societies, one black, one
white — separate and unequal — as
conveyed in the prophecy of the Na-
tional Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders.
Did D r. Martin Luther King Jr.,
leave footprints deep enough to with-
stand the erosion of time and prevent
American streets from being more
deeply soaked in blood? Only the Olym-










By NAT D. WILLIAMS
Martin Luther King is Dead.
Long live the king.
It was an experience for
many people in America last
week. A taut experience, a
moving experience. The curfew
in Memphis gave a lot of peo-
ple the chance to think about
the experience. Following are
some random thoughts.
Martin Luther King was a
Negro. A lot of people do not
know what a Negro is. A
Negro is an American inven-
tion. No where else in the
world do black people call
themselves Negro.
The only apt place in the,
world is America, the United
States, where the biological
mixture of Indian, African
and Caucasian blood gives
the physical Negro, and where
slavery, segregation, subordi-
nation and denial created the
psycholgical Negro. In its
Yankee ingenuity, ttmerica
invented the Negro. Almost—
created a Frankenstein and
Martin Luther King, with 25
million others, was a Negro.
The Negro was invented to
work. Frankenstein was an ex-
periment. Frankenstein was
useful to the scientists as an
experiment, but when he be-
came a menace, he lost his




"Hey there boy, where you
going?" Those were the cur-
few catch words in Memphis
last week, and they set a black
man so accosted way back
more than 10 feet; cause we
have been battling to become
men a long time. That is the rea-
son we took so much to
of
It took the Jews 42 genera-
tions to produce a man preach-
.ing love, preaching brother-
hood, preaching peace, preach-
ing non-violence. They named
going him Jesus.
to school. We thought that
would make us men. And that
has made so many fellows
mad enough to loot and shoot
and cry. The Negro felt that he
And The Empire Was
Nearing Its End
And the Empire was nearing
its end.
A man died, was shot through
the neck and killed. This man
attempting to get an almost
living wage for black garbage
men. He was not Stokely Car-
micheal, not Huey Newton,
Not H. Ralph Brown for these
are the sons of every black
man and woman. He was lead-
ers of his people right or
wrong. Non-violence in a vio-
lent society. A Society that will
go to any means to protect
its particular form of de-
mocracy which to these very
sons of Blacks has become at
best a curse word.
He advocated peace - brother-
hood - love, he lived peace-
brotherhood-love and the Em-
pire, where is it now? Illegiti-
mate?
We mourn the death of Christ
for 1.968 years; mourned it
because none of his teaching
was heeded. How many years
will we mourn this man? How
many years do they have?
And the Empire shook once
more, as it had during the
offensive, and the base
It took the Negro 14 genera-
tions to produce a man preach-
ing the same doctrine. Both
men met violent deaths. There
(Continued On Page 7)
not very strong from the be-
ginning crumbled a little more,
a little deeper.
Perhaps you better ask your-
selves W h o, What, Why,
Where. What place, What
Time, What Forces are nature.
What is illness, that is sanity,
What is Reality. Who is really
being destroyed, and Why?
Man is great we best ponder
that.
The white man is most ad-
vanced, we best doubt that,
for it is his game past and
present that killed this man.
And who is frighten now, and
what will they do, doubtless
nothing. Rhetoric, empty rhe-
toric, and fast moving ma-
chines. This Empire only oils
and repairs its machines. Nev-
er the souls and minds of
its men. It builds machines
to destroy men.
It, this Empire itself de-
stroy men therefore when in its
mist, its womb (The South) a
black man oppressed, called
nigger, threatened, and intimi-
dated all his life came to
preach finally peace, brother-
hood-love and can be, then this
Empire is nearing its end.
Latent Memphis
Now that emotions and fears are A
little less tense, it is time for a reval-
uation of the horrid assassination of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and the
incidents that followed.
After the murder, the entire world
was shocked and stunned by what hap-
pened here in Memphis, Tennessee in-
cluding many white and black
Memphians, but their were those who
actually feared the retaliation of black
Memphis, and the World Wide Image
Memphis had acquired. Statements
like:
"We're sorry it hal to happen in
Memphis." Shocked many people
across the country.
One movement started to way-lay
the effect of the assassination on t 1 e
image of Memphis was "The Memphis
Care Campaign." Which revealed that
many Memphians had a heart and many
Memphians worried about their pocket-
books. In the Memphis Cares movement
very little is said about Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King, in fact nothing is said about
him. We at the Tri-State Defender feel
that if Memphis wants to show s h e
really cares, the entire dialogue of the
movement should be centered around
the man.
If Memphis really cares her citi-
zens should see that something is done
about the extreme cases of police bru-
tality, for while this campaign was go-
ing on and even on the night of Dr.
King's death, many citizens were beat-
en by the police.
One prominent White man well
known in the Negro community as one
of its leaders in equal rights and a
Member of the Memphis Cares move-
ment, brushed the brutality off by
stating that he didn't think it was im-
portant to make such an issue over the
police brutality, just because they took
advantage of the situation; he continu-
ed to say that he felt Larry Paine's
death was "just" the product of an ex-
cited policeman. As long as attitudes
like this exist Memphis, doesn't need to
care, but should put forth a genuine
effort to correct the social ills that pre-
vail in Memphis. When This is done
Memphis will show the world that she
honestly cares.
was being pushed to a point
desperation. When would he
• grow up? Would his fate be
the same as that of the Indian?
Would he too have only a past
in which to live and a dead
I Have A Dream
TEXT OF SPEECH DELIVERED AUGUST 28, 1963
AT LINCOLN MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
By DR. MARTIN :...UTHER KING JR.
Five score years ago, a great American, in whose symbolic
shadow we stand, signed the Emancipation Proclamation. This
momentous decree came as a great •beacon light of hope to
millions of Negro slaves who had been seared in the flames of
withering injustice. It came as a joyous daybreak to end the long
night of captivity.
But one hundred years later, we must face the tragic fact
that the Negro is still not free. One hundred years later, the life
of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segrega-
tion and the chains of discrimination. One hundred years later,
the Negro lives on a lonely island of poverty in the midst of a
vast ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years later, the
Negro is still languishce in the corners of American society and
finds himself an exile in his own land. So we have come here
today to dramatize an appalling condition.
In a sense we have come to our nation's Capitol to cash a
check. When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent
words of the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence,
they were signing a promissory note to which every American
was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all men would be
guaranteed the unalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness.
It is abvious today that America has defaulted on this pro-
missory note insofar as her citizens of color are concerned, in-
stead of honoring this scared obligation, America has given the
Negro people a bad check; a check which has come back markr-
ed "insufficient funds." But we refuse to believe that the bank
of justice is bankrupt. We refuse to believe that there are insuf-
ficient funds in the great vaults of opportunity of this nation. So
we have come to cash this check — a check that will give us
upon demand the riches of freedom and the security of justice.
We have also come to this hallowed spot to remind America of
the fierce urgency of now. This is no time to engage in the
luxury of cooling off or take the tranquilizing drug of gradual-
ism. Now is the time to make real the promises of Democracy.
Now is the time to rise from the dark and desolate valley of
segregation to the sunlit path of racial justice. Now is the time
to open the doors of opportunity to all of God's children. Now
is the time to lift our nation from the quicksands of racial in-
justice to the solid rock of brotherhood.
It would be fatal for the nation to overlook the urgency of
the moment and underestimate the determination of the
Negro. This sweltering summer of the Negro's ligitimate dis-
content will not pass until there is an invigorating autumn of
freedom and equality. 1963 is not an end, hut a beginning. Those
who hope that the Negro needed to blow off steam and will now
be content will have a rude awakening if the Nation returns to
business as usual. There will be neither rest not tranquility in
America until the Negro is granted his citizenship rights. The
whirlwinds of revolt will continue to shake the foundations of
our Nation until the bright day of justice emerges.
But there is something that I must say to my people who
stand on the warm threshold which leads into the palace of
justice. In the process of gaining our rightful place we must not
be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst
for freedom by drinking from the cup of bitterness and hatred.
future? Must he go back to We must forever conduct our struggle on the high plane of
boy because of a curfew? dignity and discipline. We must not allow our creative protest to
Another curfew view; degenerate into physical violence. Again and again we must rise
to the majestic heights of meeting physical force with soul
force. The marvelous new militancy which has engulfed the
Negro community must not lead us to a distrust of all white
people, for many of our white brothers, as evidenced by their
presence here today, have come to realize that their destiny and
their freedom is inextricably bound to our freedom. We cannot
walk alone.
And as we walk, we must make the pledge that we shall
march ahead. We cannot turn back. There are those who are
asking the devotees of civil rights, "when will you be satisfied?"
We can never be satisfied as long as the Negro is the victim of
the unspeakable horrors of police brutality. We can never be
satisfied as long as our bodies, heavy with the fatigue of travel,
cannot gain lodging in the motels of the highways and the hotels
of the cities. We cannot be satisfied as long as the Negro's
basic mobility is from a smaller ghetto to a larger one. We can
never be satisfied as long as a Negro in Mississippi cannot vote
and a Negro in New York believes he has nothing for which to
vote. No, we are not satisfied, and we will not be satisfied un-
til justice rolls down like waters and righteousness like a
mighty stream.
I am not unmindful that some of you have come here out of
great trials and tribulations. Some of you have come from areas
where your quest for freedom left you battered by the storms
of persecution and staggered by the winds of police brutality.
You have been the veterans of creative suffering. Continue to
work with the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive.
Go back to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go back to
South Carolina, co back to Georgia, go back to Louisiana, go
back to the slums and ghettos of our Northern cities, knowing
that somehow this situation can and will be changed. Let us not
wallow in the valley of despair.
I say to you today, my friends, that in spite of the difficul-
ties and frustrations of the moment I still have a dream. It is a
dream deeply rooted in the American dream.
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and
live out the true meaning of its creed: "We hold these truths to
be self-evident; that all men are created equal."
I have a dream that one day,on the red hills of Georgia the
sons of former slaves and the sons of former slaveowners will
be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi
a desert state sweltering with the beat of injustice and oppres-
sion, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.
I have a dream that my four little children writ one day live
in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their
skin but by the content of their character.
I have a dream today.
•
I have a dream th4t one day the state of Alabama, whose
governor's lips are presently dripping with the words of inter-
position and nullification, will be transformed into a situation
where little black boys and black girls will be able to join hands
with little white boys and white girls and walk together as
sisters and brotherrs.
I have a dream today.
I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted,
every hill and mountain shall be made low, the rough places will
be made plains and the crooked places will be made straight,
and the glory of the Lord shall revealed, and all flesh shall
see it together.
This is our hope. This is the faith with which I return to the
South. With this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountain
of despair a stone of hope. With this faith we will be able to
transform the jangling discords of our nation into a beautiful
symphony of brotherhood. With this faith we will be able to work
together, to go to jail together, to stand up for freedom together,
knowing that we will be free one day.
This will be the day when all of God's children will be able
to sing with new meaning "My country 'tis of thee, sweet land
of liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my fathers died, land of
the pilgrim's pride, from every mountainside, let freedom ring."
And if America is to be a great nation this must become
true. So let freedom ring from the prodigious hilltops of New
Hampshire. Let freedom ring from the mighty mountains of
New York. Let freedom ring from the heightening Alleghenies
of nennsylvania!
Let freedom ring from the snowcapped Rockies of Colorado!
Let freedom ring from the curvaceoUs peaks of California!
But not only that; let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of
Georgia!
Let freedom ring from Lookout Mountain of Tennessee!
Let freedom ring from every hill and mole of Mississippi.
From every mountainside, let freedom ring.
When we let freedom ring, when we let it ring from every
state and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when
all of Gods' children, black men and white men, Jews and Gen-
tiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands and
sing in the Words of the old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! free
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ANNIVERSARY CELE- I recently on their forty-sixth
BRATION — Mr. and Mrs. wedding anniversary. The
Alex Presley were honored
affair was attended by rel-
atives and close friends of
the family.
Presleys Are Feted On 46th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs Alex Presley ley, Mrs. V.R. Goodman, Oinar t Sufronia Robinson. a great-
were given a 46th anniversary R. Presley and Mr. and Mrs..aunt; Mrs. Anita Malone; Mrs.
dinners on Sunday March 17, Wilbert Smith. 'Ruby S. Moore, Miss Linda
. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. On hand to conduct a special i 
eMewyre, M.C. Buckhanan, Min-
Selmo W. Jones of 2656 Su- devotional service was the 
Nelms, Tanner Spicer,
Llewellyn Robinson. C. Jones,preme St., and the surprise af- couple's pastor, Rev. D.P. Good-fair was attended by members Robinson, of the Calvary Luth-ImMarn, 
and Mrs. Spencer -
eran Church. Mr. and Mrs.i 
d and, son, Miss Marjean
•
' of the family and close friends.
yAside from the Jones. other Presley received many beau. man  Van Goodman III. Wil-children attending the dinner tiful gifts- (bert Smith, Jr.,d Michael.
were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pres- Also attending were Miss Marla and Martin Jones.
ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS
OF
The Late DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Due to the large number of request for pictures of the late Dr. King, CONTINENTAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS is now offering actual 8 X 10 photographs, suitable for framing
for only $2.00. (postage and handling charges included).
Clip and fill out the coupon below and send along with a check or money order for S2.00
for each photo.
Immo
MAIL TO: CONTINENTAL PHOTO GRAHERS P.O. Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee 38101
Please send___photo (s) of Dr. Martin Luther King.Enclosed is a check or money
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1040 A.M. - 240
1 AME Church and ask the par-
ticulars of the organization and
Ifind out what you can do to
help, please.
Let us realize that if we really
,did have the confidence and re-
'spect for Dr. King that we say
we have, we will finish his task
here. Write a little note of
parise to Councilman 0. J. Pat-
terson who has gallantly stood
alone in support of the Sanita-
tion Workers. Quite often we
think people know we support
them but they really don't know
unless you tell them. We are
very proud of Councilman Pat-
terson.
As for social notes, there has
iust been a series of cancella-
tions. No one seems to have the
"He is not dead, this friend; liege students who came home heart for friviolity. The Zetas
not dead, But, in the path for the Memphis March and cancelled their Blue Revue, the
we mortals tread. Gone some journeyed on to Atlanta, some Deltas their Regional Confer-
ence, the Kappas their Debu-
tante Ball.
Oops, we almost forgot the
stirring Memorial Services for
face to face, this friend You gas to make the journey from Dr. King, Friday night at Ma-
fancy dead."—Robert Louis far-off places: the many many son Temple. Dr. Gardner Tay.
Stevenson. stars of the entertainment and lor of Brooklyn, New York paid
People from all over the world political world who chose not tribute in eloquent tones.
converged oa Atlanta last week to ride in the funeral proces- He is president of the Pro-
t° pay final tribute to Dr. Mar- sion but also to "walk that last gressive Baptist Convention.
tin Luther King, Jr. All modes mile with Dr. King. Let's reinforce the faith, baby!
of transportation were used to It would be impossible for us WE SHALL OVERCOME!!!
get to the "Athens of the South" to call all the names of the 






few, trifling steps ahead,
And nearer to the end; So
that you too, once past the
bend, Shall meet again, as
be called a pilgrimage. As Mrs.
King said, when she spoke here
the Monday before the funeral
only getting a chance to say
hello and good-bye to their par-
ents;; other young people who'd
pooled their resources to buy
Atlanta, but it was quite an im-
pressive number approximately
twelve hundred. But we would
that she was impelled to comelchallenge them and you to not Baker Club
thousands who r.veIu to Atlanta. to Dr. King. Let us be about Mrs. Gertrude Cathey served
We felt it a privilege to be reckoning with our city officials as hostess to the Marie Baker,a part of the thousands who to set our city's business right. Servicemarched that -last mile" with Have you written the 
Mayor, 
at
t  oTriCglgub 
atrecently.
er home
Dr. King singing Freedom Songs. and City Councilmen telling Mrs. Nellie Osborne. the pre-
Upon arrival at Morehouse Col-!them how you feel about the siderit, was in charge of the
lege we chose not to join our strike that has plagued our city business session. A report was
editor McCann Reid up front in since early February? Have you given on the recital sponsored
the press section, but ratherlmade a co ntribution to recently by the City Federa-. . What about joining tion and featuring Alfred Mot-
the auxiliary to C.O. M.F.? (7all. low and Lee Cunningham. A
fol-
Entertains
to Memphis, so it was with thellet that be your final tributei
!chose to sit on the sprawling
greens of the famous old college.
'sAesr vwt cee s satw e andeu u illdsnt tn istened e lt o bthueDr. Jacksons office in the Min-t
'imurn Salary Building of the
think about the past weeks which -
brought Dr. King to Memphis.
We thought of how honored we
felt that sunny Thursday when
he started out on the march in
support of the Memphis sani-
tation workers and the events
which followed, which compelled
him to return to Memphis and
his subsequent death. We looked
'around and saw Memphians
who'd _supported him then and
were there at Morehouse to pay
a last mournful tribute to the
'gallant leader.
We saw people who'd come
to Memphis- the day before for
'the Memphis March which Dr.
1 King had planned to lead but
was carried on by his coura-
igeous widow. And we were par-
ticularly struck by the picture
Made in Atlanta by a white girl
from the East who'd come to
Memphis and gone on to Atlan-
ta. She had marched in the line
in front of us Monday, and on
Tuesday she was trudging the
streets of Atlanta holding the
hand of an elderly black woman.
We were reinforced with the
magic of Dr. King as we saw
this girl and old lady; the col -
Point Of View
(Continued From Page 6)
was only one difference. One
was killed by his own people.
allegedly. The other was killed
by alien people, allegedly.
Another curfew thought:
School and college kids under
the flattering name of mili-
tants jumped, more or less,
, truculently into the marches
and demonstrations. They more
or less applauded the looters
and the black power types. But
when one looks at American ed-
ucation for black boys and girls,
what does he see?
He sees black youngsters
looking through white eyes
Some stare out in bewilderment.
Some stare out defiantly. Some '
stare out frightened. Some stare
out in despair. Some .stare out
dumbly. Some stare out with
hate. Some stare out with hope.
Martin Luther King looked out
with hopeful eyes. What does
)our other leaders' eyes show?
Another curfew view;
The Negro and the white
man in Memphis, the Negro
and the white man in Ameri-
ca needs some solid bridges of
communication between them.
The rickety bridges on which
we now stand are too much.
subject to sudden collapse
and by all the rules the Negro
will be the big loser. Chest
beating and drum beating are
merely sounds. Marches and
demonstrations are merely
motions. Demands and parti-
tioning are ideal notions. Whom
the gods would destroy, they
first make mad. Both the white
man and the Negro need to
remember that the mills of
the gods grind slowly but they
grind exceedingly fine.
Its time for everybody to
keep the faith and play it cool.
Martin Luther King committed
suicide. He adopted a program
that threatened the Establish-
ment. Leaving the program of
leading mere denied Negroes,
He proclaimed that this year
he was going to lead the pool.
to Washington. The poor in-
cluded black and white. Now
it stands to reason that it
would shake the Establishment
to its foundation for poor de-
nied white folks and poor de-
nied Negroes to get together.
So Martin had to go. . .So wer.1
came down from Caesar to
dispatch this worrisome christ-
ian. . .So Dr. Martin Luther,
Jr was fed to the lions while
Pilate (Good White Folks)
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and it was simply this, we
pledged to each other that
which one of us was called first
the other would preach his
funeral. Here I stand, three tern and Orenstien; Marty
scores and ten and there he Gold, representing himself and
lies just 39". Bronx Borough President Her- In the smoke filled rooms the
During the tear filled emo- man Badillo; Dollie Robinson boys were happy over the way
Rights  
passed
edBill onecut five minutes, Dr. Mays 
in theeulogy, from which he of theUnion and who is seek-
the designation to run for thPrees1dCenots
lig 
Civil
said his former pupil was sluviCongress in Brooklyn. Oscar housing. The boys reported
ged, spat upon, stabbed by a I Griffin and that wonderful host the bill out and into the hands
se
On Tuesday among the Wash-
member of his own race, ar- I of the President. the day after
rested 30 times and all be- 
of Union Members 
funeral, the president sign-
cau he believed in a dream contingent of legislators ed the legislation into law. theDr. Mays compared Martin
King to another Prince of
' ington
Peace, who died in his thirty
third year for the cause of
saving the world. 'It is not
how long you live, but how
well you live it, Mays said. 
Weaver. C a binet member;
Dr. Ralph Bunche of the United
The American people must Nations; Senators Ed Brooke
share the responsibility for of M a s 
,
Martin's death. If they had not 
s achusetia, Wayne
allowed a climate in which
his assassin felt that he was
safe, this would not have hap-
and nation officials who flock. following evening.
ed to Atlanta for the burial The logisticians are now
ceremonies were: Hubert H. talking about Hubert Humphry
Humphrey, Vice President of for that
the United States, Dr. Robert oar is
Morse of Oregon, Tyding of
Maryland; Congressmen Leo-
nard Farbstien and Lester Wolf
of New York. Congressman
pened. The officials of the ell)? Conyers of Detroit. Gov-
of Memphis must share the ernors Nelson Rockefeller of
blame of the death also be-
cause if they had settled the
strike with their Sanitation
workers, Martin would never
had been sacrificed. It took
courage for Martin to stand up
for his principle of non vio-
lence and to speak out against
the war in Vietnam. He could
not condone non violence at
POLITICAL ROUNDUP
By MELVIN FARNSWORTH men and Memphis city police Council President Frank O'Con•
. through those Memphis streets \nor, who will now head a '
Thank God Almighty—Free at 
on Monday. When the planes campaign to aid Vice President
Free at last—Free At last--
i touched last. The above words are 
down in Memphis, the 1 Humphrey get the nomination
US-
1 scribed on the crypt into 
whichmarchers were met at the run- I for President and Mario Proc-
way by busses which whisked cocino.
the mortal remains of Dr.
them directly to the stagingli Among the show business eel.-
area. Jerry Wurf was magnif1-porarily resting. 'Witt& and other dignataries
cences with his ten sec on d were Mr. and Mrs. Harry•
Luther King, whose tragic, 
speech of the =ions intent. I 
'
Belafonte, Mrs. Thoe Wilson,
In eulogising Dr. Martin
Among the New York City Davis, Nina Simone.murder shocked the sensitivi- legislators who made the trip Sammy
Benjamin M a ys, President Borough President Percy 
E. Osile Davis, Wilt Chamberlain.
,
ties of the entire world. Dr. to Memphis were: Manhattan Earth& Kitt' 
Frank Silvers
Diana Ross and the Su.Emeritus of Morehouse col- Sutton with Mel Patrick and 
lege, disclosed, "We made a Frank Baraff of his staff. ' 
premes, Barry Gorc, Arethab 
,Eugene N i ckerson, Nassau 
Franklin. M shall& .1 ackeon,pact—this Martin and me I 
Mrs J a cqueline Kennedy;
County Executive; City council- 1 Johnny Johnson, Walker Wil-
men Ed Kock and Ted Weiss; Iliams, Cahmp Edghill, HerbertAssemblyman Jerry Krech- Wright. 1I Ben Wright and Mrs.
mer• State Senators Basil Pat- Virginia Bell and Shirley Joy.
WT.
New York, Romney of Michi-
gan; Schafer of Pennsylvania;
Mayors Carl Stokes of Cleve-
land, Hatcher of Gary, Cavan-
augh of Detroit, Lindsay of
New York; Earl Kennedy of
Michigan.
Governor Rockefeller heeded
Percy Sutton advise and
brought down a plane load ofhome and look in another di. New York Legislators w hichrection at violence in Viet.
1 nam. Mays called the assassin
of King a coward, because he
struck and fled. Martin in dis-
!obeying the laws of this land
for the cause of simple justice Jamaica. The plane also con-for all men knew the conse- tamed Mr. and Mrs. Williamquences of his actions and ac- Booth, Louie Lefkowitz. Alsocepted the penalities. seen in Atlanta were CityWe can all do something
about this great loss by see-
ing to it that he did not die in
vain. Let us see to it that we
do not dishonor his name by
violence and rioting in our
streets. Let us see to it that
conditions which cause riots
are promptly removed—like
the President is trying to do".
Dr. Mays said.
In answering questions put
, to them by a broadcast medi-
um after the services for Dr.
King, Senator E d ward
Brooks of Massasschusetts
' said, 'Kings death could have
a sombering effect on America.
He always spoke about integra-
tion; he was always trying to
bring the country together.
White people should try to
know their fellow man and
open up their hearts to the
Black man. We can't have two
societies, one Black one white.
Dr. Robert Weaver, a mem-
ber of the President's cabinet'
said, "We should work for a
single society; Black and white
together-equal p a r ticipation;
we should prepare now in the
present for the future.
And in the lets tell as it is
department—The Blacks in
Memphis are bitter with the
Mayor of their city. The Blacks
feel that if the Mayor, whom
they elected had consented- to
sit down and reason out the
grievances of the garbage
workers who were only asking
for a living wage and had not
I acted so cavierly about the
matter Dr. King would be alive
,today. Garbage workers in
Memphis make twenty one hun-
dred dollars a year. The na-
tional poverty level wage is
Ithree thousand dollars per
year. The Blacks who voted
, Mayor Loeb in because his
views were so strong and be-
cause he was supposed to be
the lesser of two alternatives
included Assemblymen Mark
Southall, Charlie Rangel and
Mrs. Rangel, Aguie Maresca,
Bertram Baker, Sam Wright
and Assemblyman Brown of
plan to see to it that their
Mayor does not get get another
chance to treat them in the
vien of the good white father
looking out for the welfare of
his good darkies. The Mayor
'offered the garbage workers
'incidentally and eight cent an
lhour increase on a take it or
leave it basis.
The workers decided not to
'take it and their Union began
the seven week strike. To back
I up the garbage men, the Black
lin Memphis are carrying on a
Boycott of the Main Street
stores which is now forty
per cent effective. Walter Reu-
ther, President of the Union
of which the Sanitation workers
are a part brought down a
check for fifty thousand dollars
and gave it to the local to help
them continue their strike,
pledging to send more and
more until the strike is over.
And in the nitty gritty de-
partment—The folks here in
New York making the pilgri-,
Image to King March in Mem-
phis on Monday were given the
'following ground rules at the
airport here in New York—No
I carrying of packages in your
;hands, no bulging pockets. Not
!even a nail file was allowed
on ones person. Armed with
this nakedness more than three
, planeloads of union members,
[gathered from District 37 of
the Council went to walk be-
tween a great battery of armed
to the teeth National Guard-
spot and Frank O'Con-
drumming up help
fo'r his efforts in these parts,
In the meanwhile, Bobby Ken.
nedy, who had the props
knocked from under him for a
war issue when the President
said he did not care to run
again, added former Po











pro, has something going for
him. Martin Luther Kings
death, indirectly caused the
passage of that Civil Rights
Legislation, and this passage




contended will be the Republi
can to beat in 1968 is now
talking like a candidate. The
t popular New York Governor
Is in the process of retooling
for the drive born. and Bob




eis we hear about
Charles Kenyetta now becozn-
ling a Statemen. The once fiery
Mau Mau leader who wants to
be reported as flexible was
last seen and heard espousing
Black nationalism from the
stage at Hunter College.
TWO BEST PLACES TO NT
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
•
WE HONOR THE MEMORY OF





'For all men who love peace and brotherhood'
ow/ow/A 4•,.
MR. E. L. WATSON, DISTRICT MANAGER
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Sigma Gammas Hold
Regional In Carolina
The Jack Tar Poinsett Hotel
in Greenville, S.C., was the
headquarters for the twenty-
eighth annual Regional Con-
ference of Sigma Gamma Rho,
Sorority, Inc., on March 29, 30.
Memphians making the trip
were Mrs. Mary R. Brooks,
and Mrs. Elders Amos, us.
tonal committee members;
Mrs. Ethel Watkins, Miss Er-
nestine Townsel and Mrs. Ber-
nice R. Fowler.
Also evjoying the beautiful
scenery and South Carolinian
hospitality was E. Walter Fowl-
er who chauffered Mesdames
Fowler, Brooks and Watkins.
Highlights of the conference
were the regional banquet held
in the Poinsett ballroom in
which Soror Dr. Lorrain A.
Williams, associate dean of
the College of Liberal Arts of
Howard University at Wash-
ington, D.C. and grand basileus
of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorori-
ty, Inc., was the principal
ON TELEPHONE HOUR
— Louis Armstrong, left,
and Dave Brobeck, will be
seen on the Bell Tlephone
Hour Special, "Jazz, The
Intimate Art," on Friday,
April 26, over NBC-TV from
9 to 10 p.m. CST. Mr. Arm-
strong, known to millions
as "Satchmo," will be seen
Comedian Dick Gregory
civil rights rally at a
DEFENDER Page 9
speaker.
Dr. Williams spoke on "The
Role of Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority in Social Revoution."
The officers of the South-
eastern Region were installed
during the banquet by Mrs.
Bernice Fowler of Memphis.
The Pan-Hellenic Council en-
! tertained the Conference mem-
bers with a cocktail hour in the
, exclusive Belle Meade area of
the city. The men of Alpha
Fraternity furnished transpor-
tation from the hotel to the
plush Club Gandy setting for
the cocktail hour.
The Alpha motorcade glow:
ed visitors to have a brief
sightseeng tour of the city.
On Sunday morning, March
31, members enjoyed a break-
fast meeting where all said
their good byes and extended
well wishes until they recon-
vene again in 1969 at Miami,
Fla
recording a new song, while
Mr. Brubeck will be heard
in the performance of his
new oratorio, "The Light
in the Wilderbness." Also
slated to appear on the pro-
gram are Dizzy Gillespie
and newcomer Charles
Lloyd.
tells a mostly white
playground in the
well-to-do Georgetown section of Washington
that the nation's urban riots r-sulted from
AT THE PRESS TABLE —
Reporters and photograph-
ers from all parts of the
world were represented at
the press table on the
Morehouse College campus
in Atlanta last week to cov-
er the funeral of Dr. Mar-




from all the country's urban
areas have been asked to con-
vene in this city at a Black
Unity Day rally.
a "sick system" lin America. The rally was
p'anned before the outbreak of violence in
of the capital city. (UPIBlack sections
Telephoto)
TSU, S.C. State 'Lessons'
Available To Presidents
HOUSTON — Following the
tragic invasion of the Texas
Southern University campus,
leading to the death of one
policeman and bitter conse-
quencies for at least one sus-
pect, Texas Senate Bill 162 was
passed.
It was authorized a detail
of on campus police (note;
photograph herewith), making
it unnecessary for Houston's 1
city police ever to agPin ch2rge,
onto the campus.
S. C. State's administration
bas this year, faced a simi-




BE HELD IN PUBLIC
Q. Can government agencies
hold secret meetings?
A. Not in Illinois, although
there are some exceptions to
this.
A new Illinois' law requires all
state and local public meetings
In public. Used to he required
only at so-called official meet-
ings or when legal action was
to be taken.
Some portions of meetings
may be closed to the public,
such as a discussion of hiring
or firing employees. But final
action must be in open meet-
ing.
The n^w l-w applies to all
public agencies unless the law
specifically excludes them. It
guards your right to know.
Budge Enters .Open
KINGSTON. Jamaica —
(UPI) — Former American'
tennis great Donald Budge dis-'
the student side. The lessons closed that he will be entering:
t h e open Wimbledon tennissee--) phin. On ct.r‘ pus police
' tournament this year, playing
is the one alternative to need- senior doubles with another
. less exposure of students,
off campus gunfire.
to famous American player, Jack
i Kramer.
MR. ROBERT LOUIS kicks
WHERE STARS ARE




coaches high schoolers as
well as college students in
the performing art of act-
ing. Shov.n with her are
Mallory Knights
Get $1,000 Check
The cuirent drive for S2.000
by the Mallory Knights Chari-
table Organization reached the
half-way point last week when
they were presented a check
for $1,000 by William Loeb,' a
laundry and food executive.
Commenting on the Mallory
Knights, Mr. Loeb said, "The
Mallory Knights' program is
local, nonsectarian, and 100 per-
cent worthwhile in my book."
Harry L. Strong, director
of the organization, said the
funds are needed to assist the
poor. The spring drive for
funds will end on April 30.
During the summer, the Mal-
lory Knights give shoeshine kits
to boys interested in helping
themselves.
ff/D IA
WDIA has added a new soul brother to
its deejay ranks. He is ROBERT LOUIS
HICKS, known to his fans as "The
Fatmon." From 3:00 to 7:00, Monday
through Saturday, he encees a Rhythm-
and -Blues show beamed to the younger
set.
Mr. Hicks was born in Pensacola, Flo.
When h• was a child, his family moved to
Toledo, Ohio, and there h• went to grommer
school and high school. He attended Wayne
Stot• University, In Detroit, wh•re he started
his radio career as o jazz announcer for
WCHD-FM. His move Into R&B was with
Detroit's WCH13. Returning to Toledo, he helped
program a new R&B station, WTOD-FM.
From Toledo, Mr. Hicks took a long hop to
WEGO in Atlanta. Working the 3:00 to 6:00 PM
driv•.tim• slot, he became one of Atlanta's
top-rated d•elays and picked up "The Fatmall"
tag.
Mr. Hicks is the youngest in a family of two
sisters and one brother.
here chatting with 0.W.
Pickett, wearing earphone,
is Mrs. Jewell G. Hulbert,
society editor of the Mem-
(from left) Paul Johnson,
9th grader of Peabody Col-
lege Demonstration School:
Ginger Mason, 9th, St.
Bernard Academy: and
Vernon Dixon, Pearl High
senior, reading in prepara-
tion for spring productions
in the theatre, children are
phis World. In center is un-
identified photographer of
Atlanta Voice. (MLR Pho-
to)
taught to participate in
skits, pantomimes, mono-
logues, rhythm movements,
and the development of
characterization in plays.
They pay no fee, but par-
ents are expected to fur-
nish costumes and props.
"If you have a
college degree,





The Upward Bound Project i classes and receive help from
at LeMoyne has been assured counselors and tutors relating
another 12 months of operation to their regular classroom prob-
by the Office of Economic Op-
portunity.
0E0 approval of an $90,033
grant to the project was an-
nounced this week. LeMoyne
must add $8,000 to the grant.
Upward Bound is a commun-
ity action program aimed at
challenging high school stu-
dents who possess ability but
lack the desire to achieve.
The grant provides salaries
for a director, teachers, coun-
selors and tutors. It also cov-
ers cost of books, field trips
and "spending money" for en-
rollees.
The 68 students enrolled
during the regular school year)
visit the LeMoyne campus
on Saturdays. They attend
lems.
These students receive $.5 a
week during the regular school
term and 110 a week during the
eve-day summer session.
Willie E. Johnson, project
director, said one of the prime
aims is to encourage these
young people to prepare them
selves for college. The projeci









OLD MR. BOSTON MR. KENTUCKY BOURBON
86 and 1D0 Proof, now a full 6 years old
MR. BOSTON DISTILLER INC , BOSTON, MASS.
"There are many career opportuni-
ties here for college graduates. If
you qualify for one of them you can
use your education to full advan-
tage." (This is Freeman Bass, BA.
'63 from Fisk, a Senior Associate
Chemist at IBM's Lexington
facility.)
"The rapid growth of infor-
mation processing has created
many new positions. Right
now, we have openings in
almost every area.
"If you have a technical de-
gree, you may qualify for a
position in Engineering or Manu-
facturing. Business-oriented? We
have openings in Administration
and in Finance. And if you have a
college degree in any subject—plus
a logical mind—you might consider
a career in Programming.
"What IBM offers you. First of
all, there's D3M's on-the-job
training. You'll be thoroughly
trained in your position
until you're ready to assume
major responsibilities.
"There's challenge.We're
doing some pretty ad-
vanced things in the office
equipment field. And per-
sonal advancement at IBM




paid benefits program. It
includes life insurance,
family hospital and major
medical coverage, and a
Ildtion Refund Plan."
Write to IBM today. If you'd
like more information, send a
brief outline of your educatio4a1
background, experience and
interests to Dave Evans,
Department BD1093 , IBM
Corporation, 703 New Circle
Rd., Lexington, Kentucky 40507.
XOW.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Paolo
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FOREIGN AFAFIRS PRO.
-CRAM — Student Council
Ziice President 011is Doug-
Ms, Tennessee State Uni-
rersity senior in the Hon
'WS Program, continues to
...pursue his interest in be
Zoming an expert in for-
eign affairs. His ambition
L to become a diplomat in
Ihe United States of Ameri-
ea foreign service. Last
3ummer he was among a
-selected group of students
Zrom across the country
2tosen by the Department
ef State's Agency for Inter-
national Development (AID)
Jo intern in the Foreign Al-
•••••11/.--
fairs Scholars Program
conducted at Howard Uni-
versity under the direction
of Dr. Vincent Browne. A
native of Brunswick, Ga.
(2214 Gordon Street.) Doug-
las is A POPULAR STU-
DENT LEADER. His cam-
pus memberships include
Sigma Rho Sigma Social
Science Halsor Society, and
the Collegiate Council to
the United Nations, vice
President of the Afro-
American Heritage Societ,v,
and Chairman of the Uni-
versity General Assembly
of the Student Council.
WASHINGTON WINDOW
Assassination Gave Rights
Bill 'Final Push' In House
By GEORGE J. MARDER
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
-open housing" civil rights bill
President Johnson signed into
'law Thursday was given its fi-
nal push toward passage in the
IHouse by the assassination of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
It is doubtful that the bill
would have gotten through on
its own although a high-powered
administration drive was under-
way to clear the Senate-passed
measure
The chances are concessions
Olould have had to be offered to
get a bill passed.
Just before the assassination,
administration leaders did not!
have the vote to clear the bill
out of the House rules com-
mittee for an "up-or-down" vote
on the floor. They had tried
once and failed.
The bill was caught in con-
' flicting pressures in the House
and seemed to be headed for
,major compromise before there
would be any final vote. Here is
,what was happening:
Administration leaders were
trying to get the House to adopt
the Senate bill without any
change, including an open hous-
ing provision much stronger
than the one approved by the
they felt they could iron out in
conference a bill which more
nearly resembled the House- check to Berner° Palum-
open housing was the determin-,passed bill of two years ago. he, general manager of the
ing factor in getting the meas.! St. Jude Hospital. On theure through the Senate, was That was the major issue right is Mrs. Charles P.confident that there would be
no repeat filibuster.
the Senate, once having
for cloture, would not do
in.
What the administration and
I After the new bill passed the the civil rights leaders wei,
Senate, the administration lead-
ers argued that to change it
would, in effect, kill it for it
House in 1966. That measure that
was killed in the Senate through voted
the efforts of Senate GOP Lead- it aga
er Everett M. Dirksen,
tional political conventions in
August.
worried about was that if the
bill wasn't voted up or down
without any chance of amend-
would then have to go back to ment, then it would be toned
the Senate for approval, down considerably by the House.
And the Senate was not about Real estate lobbyists were
to go through another filibuster anxious to have aLl or
on civil rights this session. The most privte hou,ing sales
Senate had spent more than six exempt from the meas-
weeks at it before passing the ure. As it is, tie bill ex-
bill. To assign any more time empts private housing sold by
to it would rule out any change the owner himself. However,
of adjournment before the na- once the owner advertises- the
sale, or tries to sell through a
real estate agent, the prohibi-
tion against racial discrimina-
At least that was the argu-
ment. But it was something of a
filibuster against the measure.
There was very little chance, were working to obtain an ex-, TAL — Mrs. Maria Butler,
if any, that a determined fili- einption for private homes. If.' left, a member of the Le-
buster could or would be made the Senate bill were rejected Moyne. College chapter of
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorori-
ty, is seen presenting a
against the measure.
Dirksen whose about face on
tion would apply.
Some top-ranking Republicans
before and vote for cloture. In the past, it's been possible bronze
There is no reason to believe to get civil rights bills passed
in the House because of an un
derstanding between Republican
and Democratic sponsors to
keep the politic of civil rights
under wraps. It was always
there, of course, but it was con-
tained.
which ,was blocking House ac-
tion on the measure. But one
thing more became involved —
But if there was, he was pre- presidential politics,
pared to do what he had done
MEMPHIS. LARGEST FOOD SORES




















































BEEF STEW or SPAGHETTI
24oz,
-.FRED MONIES,
FRED MONTE SI BACON reg. 56c
KING COTTON BACON
or Fisher Beef Bacon Reg. 73e 12 or. pkg
One coupon per family per week.
With coupon and S5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value, of coupon mierchandis• (fresh milk products end
tobacco also excluded in camplionc• with state law).
On• coupon per family. Coupon expires Wedn•sday, Neon,















P FRED MONTESI r-t•
This time it broke out into the
open when Republicans were
warned by some of their party
leaders that the GOP had to
in Memphis last week, the poli-
tics and the special interests
which had been in the drivers'
seat took a back seat. .






forth a strenuous effort
to make donations to insti-
tutions such as the St. Jude
Hospital, Goodwill Homes
for Children as well as give
scholarships to worthy
young ladies who are intr.
suing their college educa-
tion. The members of Sig-
ma feel there is no more
worthy cause than the St.
Judo Hospital which is
busily engaded in research
of children's diseases and
treating children of all
races without charge.
Star Veteran Gets
pedal Job At For Meade
FORT hiEADE, Md. — Ma- The 30-year-old major enter- awarded. the Army Commen-
jor Russell A. Powell of New ed the Army in 1959 following dation Medal.
Jersey, a Bronze Star holder his graduation from Virginia
for his service in Vietnam, has State College, Petersburg. He Immediately prior to his
been assigned to Headquarters, completed the Adjutant Gener- assignment to Vietnam, he
make a dent in the Negro vote U. 5- Arm',- First Recruiting !al Officer Basic Course at Ad- completed the Adjutant Gen-
to improve their chances for ' District- Fort George G. jutant .General School, Fort eral Officer Career Course at
victory in November. The third Benjamin Harrison, Ind., in Fort Benjamin Harrison. A.
party candidacy of former Gov. 
Major Powell's principal January 1960, and was assign- member of Omega Psi Phi
ed to the. Army RecruitingGeorge C. Wallace of Alabama 
duty is to provide liaison for fraternity, golf and bowling
also played a part. First Recruiting District, }lead 
J
, Main Station, Bangor, Maine, are among the major's non-
But after the assassination '
quarters with state boards of i a Per nel Psychologistmilitary interests.andeducation and teachers' rissn----- Processing Joint ces in and Inductionciations He also supervises I A graduate of Scotch Plains 
.
the activities of 11 Officer Can-; 
Officer. 
High School, Scotch Plains,
didate Selection Teams and 15i From 1961 to 1964 he served N. J., Major Powell is the son'
high school testing teams. In in Frankfurt, Germany, as of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest R.
the District Headquarters, he ', Postal Officer, 28th Base Post Powell of 24 Cleveland Ave.,..
Rockefeller To schedules and supervises mili- Office. Upon his return from Westfield, N. J.tary training and sales train-overseas, he assumed duties
Address N 
ing of recruiting personnel, as Chief, Permanent Partyewsmen and serves as Test Control Branch, Military Personnel
WASHINGTON ( UPI ) — New , 
Officer, iDivision, U. S. Army Training
He is married to the former
Barbara McIntyre whose par-
ents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mc-
Intyre, reside at 118 North
Center, Fort Ord, Calif. For Hamilton Street, Poughke-York Gov. Nelson A. Rocke-, Before he came to Fort
feller will address the Amen- Meade, Major Powell served i his service at Fort Ord he was epsie, N. Y.
in Chu Lai, Vietnam, where:can Society of Newspaper Edi-,
he was awarded the Bronzetors here Thursday on "The Ur-I SOME ARE LIKE THATban Crises" launching his na-1 Star Medal for service as Depu
tional campaign to speak out on:l fy Adjutant General of Head-
the issues. +quarters, Americal Division.
— — - —
Valuable business
experience gained will






EARN $1 to $5
every weTic
in spare time
and Win Free Prizes—
if You Are a Boy 12o, Older Use This Coupon Now
Name and Address-Below •
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Donny Thomas Blvd. Memphis, Tenn.
swul my first bundle of papers,
Name 
Are You a Boy? Age Date Born  Year .
in Care of 
Street and No.  L F. D 
Post Office  Sfaa• 
Zip Code No. ....... ...
Pint Yen,
I I I I i  I 
So you see, home boy, you've got me pegged out
all wrong. I've always been a friend of the work-
ing man, because believe me buddy I'd rather be
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with unidentified man in
white shirt, was in Atlanta
to cover the funeral of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
for LIFE Magazine, and
seated at right on raised
platform is the photo-
grapher and composer. His
coverage of a poverty-
stricken family in the ghet-
toes of New York was seen
recently on Public Broad-
cast Laboratory, Channel
10 in Memphis. (MLR Photo)
Assassin's Escape Troubles King Aides
By BETTY WASHINGTON doesn't seem to be any doubtlwho had been close to him kind
that the man could have been of got ourselves together. We
are thankful that he was with
us for this long. We had figured
and the fact that his assassin It is Billup's guess that the he'd be dead before now."
was so easily able to escape man woh killed King was not The Southern Christian Lead-Memphis police, still has not a lunatic." iership Conference, Billups pre-
been reconciled in the minds of He surmises, "This fellow was.Idicted, "will be stronger now
the men who make up the inner, a link in a well planned plot." than ever before, just as Chris-
core of the Southern Christian I Rev. Billups, while anxious
Leadership Conference. I that Dr. King's assassin be
This feeling was expressed found and brought to justice,
strongly by the Rev. Charles believes the rights leader him-
Billups, a King aid for many self, would have been more in- be another Dr. King. But his
years , terested in the man, as a hum- work will be finished. Moses
"None of us have been able an being, than as a killer.
to understand how this m a n He said, "This is the unbe-
could have made his escape so lievable thing about our leader.
smoothly. There are Many ques-'If Dr. King could come back I Joshua in Rev. Abernathy. Dr.
lions in our minds on how the feel certain that he wouldn't King said he would not carry 
Mrs. Ernestine Roberts is
plot.was worked," Billups said. even press charges against this us there (to the promised land), secretary and Mrs. Willie Ada
"The police in Memphis are man Dr. King would know and hut he said we would get there." Clark, .club reporter.
The manner in which Dr.
Martin Luther King was killed,
dumb. So a few pointed question"
need to be asked. By now ev-
eryone has seen the photographs
that were taken just after the
shootine. You un see this man
looking out of the window in the
building across the street from
the motel where Doc was stay-
ing.
"When the shot was fired ev-
eryone looked in the direction
of the window where the man
stood. Then people on the bal-
cony with Dr. King and several
in the street began shouting and
pointing at the man in the win-
dow. "Here was a man who preach-
"We would like to know why ,ed love and was killed. Christ
the police ran to the motell also preached love, and he was
where Dr. King was staying andl also killed. Dr. King, like Christ
not in the direction that the peo- was trying to feed and clothe
plc were pointing, the poor. Like Christ he was at-
"Everybody saw the man lun tempting to open the eyes of
down the street and get into lpeople who did not want to see.
the white Muitang. There Thinking about this, those of us
apprehended. What prevented
them from grabbing him?"
well trained. They are not he would tell us that it is the It has now been said many R C  
times that Martin Luther King
had learned to live with death.
Billups revealed further:
"Dr. King told us two years
ago that he would be assassinat-
ed. He told us this when we were
on the way to Selma, Ala. He'
said to Rev. Abernathy, 'Ralph,
we have got by for a long time.'
!Then he went on to name all of
system under which we live that
should be blamed for his death."
White America has built a
sy-lem that says it is all right'
to kill. That is why all the talk,
about Negroes being so bad be-
cause they riot and loot is so
irclov nt,'' Billups said, a n d
then asked, "Why talk about the
riots' Whyt d ni th' '
about the causes of the riots?"
Changing the subject, Billups
began to discuss the fact that
Dr. King's assassination had
taken place during Lent. He
said:
SAFE BUY!
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987 UNION AVENUE 272.7566
The 1141d South No I 1.,,coln-Mertswy Dealer
tianity was strengthened after]
Christ's death.
"Nobody is going to try and
didn't get to lead the people to
the promised land. Joshua had
to do that. We feel we have a
our campaigns in the South, all
of the places where he had car-
ried the movement. He told
Abernathy, 'I think we'd better
get somebody to be in my place.
And you are the man who is
closest to me. You'll be the man
when I am gone."
DEFENDER
PLAY DIRECTORS AT
TSU — W. Dury Cox, Jr.
(sitting of the Speech and
Drama faculty at Tennes-
see State University, is
shown working with a
group of play directors in
the making. These majors
Musical Planned
At Grace Baptist
The Christian Service Club
will present a musical program
on Sunday, April 21 at Grace
Baptist church at 1231 Manas-
sas st.
Mrs. Fannie Joe Turner, a
member of Grace Baptist, will
be the mistress of ceremonies
and Mrs. Bettie Dotson will pre-
side.
ev. .Crawford, Jr., is pas-
tor of the church.
Track And Golf
Teams In ;Action
LeMoyne will be back in the
athletic business this weekend.
The college's golf team will be
at Sewanee for the TIAC meet,
Friday and Saturday, and the
track t e am will perform
Saturday in the South Carolina
State College Relays at Orange-
burg.
in the department are prod-
ucing and directing a play
each in the laboratory
theatre. They are, from
left, Gloria Jean Harrison,





senior, Albany, Ga. Such
play production is an an-
nual affair for the speech
lab. One objective is to dis-
cover new directors and
actors for the players
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Novelist Will Speak On Writer's Trauma'
Tennessee a u t hor, Jesse
Hill Ford, best known for his
novel, THE LIBERATION OF
LORD BYRON JONES, will
speak at the Main Library,
Tuesday evening, April 23 at
7:30 p.m. and admission is
free.
'importance, Mrs. Ford will
I talk on "Writer's Trauma,"
seeking the Past for the Pres-
ent. As Tennessee State Chair-
man for National Library
Week, he is encouraging people
throughout the state, to search
for historical material which
Interested in the preserve- might be brought into libraries,
tion of letters, diaries and there to arrange for having Other trustees are to be ap-personal papers of historical them copied and preserved. I pointed.
Just last month Mr. Ford
Initiated a Tennessee Library
Trust to channel private funds
into the state's library service.
Kr. Thomas A. Cooper of
the Nashville Third National
Bank, is Treasurer of the
Trust.
*NM 1118111ff—I ILEND Of StlfeTtO MOVIES. SIX WARS 01.0.8&11111011 5(1053W DISTILLERS COMNiff.
Seagram's V.O. turns up at a lot
of parties.That's because it's so popular.
That's because it's so smooth.
Seagram's V.0.-The Smooth Canadian.
MOREHOUSE CAMPUS —
An estimated 156,666 per-
sons came to ,the campus
of Morehouse College in At-
lanta for the funeral serv-
ices of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., one of the col-
lege's most famous grad-
uates. This photograph was
taken almost two hours be-
fore the body arrived at the
This Week Specials, at All 4 Stores
FRIGIDAIRE big-oven range
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surface units unlimited heat
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college on mule-drawn wag-
on, v, hich brought Dr.
King's body from Ebenezer
Baptist Church in Atlanta.
Some of the richest and
most powerful men in the
world gathered here to pay
final respects to Dr. King,
Nobel Peace Prize winner.
(MLR Photo)
TSU Students Represent
Sudan At LSU Confab
NASHVILLE — Four stu-'
dents of the Tennessee State
Chapter of the Council on In-
ternational Relations and
United Nations Affairs repre-
sented the Sudan at Louisiana
State University's International
Conference, April 3-6.
The Council is the collegiate
affiliate of the United Nations
Association of the United
States of America. The dele-
gates, selected on basis of pri-
or knowledge of Africa and
UN problems were Clinton
Woods, senior, Memphis,
Tenn.; Michael Myrone Ed-
wards, Montgomery, Ala.; Ed-
ward Lee Morgan, Detroit,
TEETHING
PAIN?
Millions of mothers rely
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EABARRASSED





both sophomores; and Philip
L. Williams, Freshman, Mem-
phis, Tenn.;
Delegates at the LSUNO-
MUN will serve on one of the
following committees: Political
and Security, Economic and
Financial, Administrative and
Budgetary, The Security Coun-
cil, and The General Assembly.
Issues selected for debate
are: Vietnam, Nuclear Prolif-
eration and Disarmament,
Trade with Developing Coun-
tries, Financing Peace-Keep-




PRINCETON, N.J. —( UPI)—
Princeton University has mail-
ed acceptance letters to 1,306
high school students including
76 Negroes, more than three
times as many as last year, it
was announced today.
John T. Osander, admissions
director, said that "more than
half of all Black students who
have attended Princeton in its
221-year history are now on
campus."
The admissions were selected
from 5,477 applicants from the









3 1/4 'Acres on Coral Lake
120 ft Lake Frontage
3 Large Bedrooms with NH dining
room. Big Living Room. 14 x 24 Den.
Utility Room and a full attic. Plus •
14 x 22 Workshop in rear.
Many other extras--Drive by and see
For appointment Oen 392-2358
Hasn't He Earned a
Place in • Your Home?
Beautiful 9 men Sculptured Memorial
Statue of Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr. made of Antique Bronze Cast
Stone, inscribed: -
Rev. Martin Luther King. Jr.
1929 - 1968
Free at Last, Fres at Last,
Thank God Almighty, I'm Free at Last
$4.95 plus 50c postage. Send cash,
cheek or money order of $5.45 total,
made out to Black History Memorial.
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A Funeral For A King
ATLANTA—Dr. Martin Luther era who were seated in the main
King, Jr. led his final march sanctuary, and two balconies
here Tuesday when thousands and in the basement where a
of citizens black anhd white, loud speaker piped in the
followed behind his funeral biersolemn service,
through the streets of this Many of the people in t h e
Southern city. church remained composed until
More than 100,000 mourners Rev. King, Sr. read the speech
were in Atlanta to pay tribute given by his son the day be-
t° the slain civil rights leader fore Dr. King was assassinated
who had led many of them down in which he spoke as though he
treacherous highways a n d had some premonition that
through hostile cities on the way death was near.
to that promised land where
all human beings are brothers.
The final rites began shortly
after 9:30 a.m. in the Ebenezer
Baptist Church, where Dr.
King's father, Martin Luther
Sr. is pastor.
The civil rights leaders casket
was placed on a farm wagon
and drawn by two mules. Jackie Robinson and his wife
Long before the church serv- Rachel; sports fierbrand Bill
ice got underway, thousands of Vecck, "Wilt The Stilt" Cham-
people had crammed themselves berlain; comedian Gociirey
into a two-block area surround- Cambridge; Sammy Davis,' Jr,:
ing the church. Dizzy Gillespie; Muhammad
A mountain of people sat and All; Harry Belafonte; Bill Cos-
stood on a high mound across by; Gospel singer Mahalia
the street from the church to Jac k s o n; Aretha Franklin;
wait for the arrival of Dr. King Dianna Ross and the Supremes;
and members of his family. Diana Gregory;
Mrs. King, who arrived at the Mayor Henry Maier of Mil-
church with her four children, waukee and Michigan Gov.
Yolanda, 12; Martin III, u; George Romnev,
Dexter, 6; and Albertine Ber- Also national CORE. Director,
nice, 5. was seated in a frontlFloyd McKissick; Roy Wilkins,
row on the left side of the executive director, NAACP; Sen.
church along with Rev. King, Jacob Javits, (Rep. N.Y.): Sens.
Sr.. the Rev. A. D. King, broth-iHugh Scott (R-Pa.); Walter
er of the rights leader, Mrs. Mondale (Mich.) Clifford Case
King's parents, Mr. and Mrs. (NI.); United Auto Workers
Obie Scott, of Marion Ala., and,President Walter Reuther; Mrs.ng said in an emotional ser- to visit those who were in
some 100 other members of the Betty X, sister of Malcolm X: mon.
Ki 
and Gov. Otto Kerner of Illinois. prison. And I want you to sayKing family.
I Honorary pallbearers were "We all think about It and that I tried to love and serve
Behind the family sat mem- members of the Board of Dea- every now and then I think, humanity.
hers of the Southern Christian'cons of Ebenezer Baptist Church "wit my own death and I "Yes, if you want to, say
Leadership Conference's Board!ISCLC Staff members and clergy- think about my own funeral.: that
 I was a drum major.
of Directors and staff members.'men. The notice pallbearers And I don't think about* in 
sa _.s that I was a drum ma- 1
I Deacons, Ebenezer Church, the diction was delivered by Bishop
1Rev. John J. Wright, Bishop W. R. Wilkes, Third Episcopal
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Rosa Parks, District, African Methodist Epis-
(mother of the Montgomery Ala. copal Church.
jmovement); the Rev. Joseph E. During the outdoor service '
wery, chairman, board Di-jMrs. King, who was dressed in
,rectors, SCLC; and the Rev, a black suit, occasionally ad-
Andrew Young, executive direc- justed a black veil that hung
tor, SCLC. Many of the mourn- below her chin.
era cried and shouted when, Rev. Abernathy requested that
Mahalia Jackson sang "Prec- floral pieces which were being
bus Lord, Take My Hand," one brought onto the c a m pus
of Dr. King's Favorite Spin- grounds be placed at one end
tuals. It was this spiritual that ,of the large lawn.
'Dr. King had requested Chicago The recessional hymn was
.saxophonist Ben Branchto play "Largo," from the "New World"
ljust a short time before he was Symphony.
slain by an assassin's bullet. Dr. King's coffin was trans-
The Eulogy was read by Dr. ferred from the wagon to a
Iflenjamin Mays, retired pres- hearse and taken to the South
ident of Morehouse, who form- View Cemetery, where grave-
erly taught Dr. King. The bene- site services were held.
Viee President and NIrs.i were the Rev. C. K. Stee)e. Rev. a morbid sense. And 
every jor Nil- justice. Say that I
Hubert H. Humphrey and other 'Fred Shuttlesworth, both of now and then I ask m
yself was a drum major for peace.
government officials were seat- whom have worked with Dr. what it is that I would want I was a drum major for right-
ed at the front of the left side King since SCLC was organized said and I leave the word to eousness.'
of the church along with New in 1955, Rev. Jesse L. Jackson you this morning. ' "And all of the other shal-
York Gov. and Mrs. Nelson A. of Chicago, national director ; "If any of you are around low things will not matter. ,
Rockefeller, Mrs Jacqueline Operation Breadbasket. Also, when I have to meet my day, "I won't have any money
Kenedy,and Sens. Robert F. and!three close friends, Milton Cur- I don't want a long funeral. to leave behind. I won't have
Ted Kennedy, Aso present were nelius. • Jethro English and "And if you get somebody the f i n e a n d luxurious
former Michigan Gov. G. Men- Howard Dowdy, to deliver the eulogy tell him things of life to leave be-I
nen Williams, Detroit Congress- When the service ended, the ! not to talk .too long. ' hind. But I just want to
man Charles Diggs and John mourners formed in columns 1 "And every now and then I leave a committed life behind.
Conyers: V i c e Presidential and began marching toward the wonder what I want him :'And that is all I want
candidate and Mr. Richard M. 101-year-old Morehouse College, to say: to say. If I can help some-
Nixon: United Nations Ambas- campus where a larger outdoor "Tell him not to mention body as I pass along, if I
sador-at-Large, Ralph Bunche: service was attended by several that I have a Nobel Peace can cheer somebody with a
Also Cleveland Mayor Carl thousand people. j prize—that isn't important. song. if I 
can show some-I
Stokes, Gary Mayor Richard G. On the periphery of the lush "Tell him not to mention body he's
 traveling wrong,t
Hatcher, Robert C. Weaver. sec- grassy campus were bushes of that I have 300 or 400 other then my living wi
ll not be in'
retary Department Housing and freshly bloomed azaleas a n d cwards — that's not important, vain
.
Urban Development; Supreme floral sprays sent by people Tell him not to mention where' "If I can do 
my duty as a
Court Justice Thurgood Mar- from around the country. 11 wen.. school. 
ChristiLn ought.
"If I can spread the mes-
Stokely Carmichael, stood in
the church along-side his bride-
to-be, South African singer
Mirianm Makeba. Other black
power spokesmen who attended
the service were SNCC leader
H. Rap Brown, Ron Kerenga,
leader of US.
Spotted in the crowd were
Lo
He Told Congregation
How He Wrote Eulogy
ATLANTA — During the
first week of February, Dr.
Martin L u ther King told
his congregation at Ebeno7er
Baptist church what he
wanted for a eulogy.
Evers now and then I
guess we all think realistically
about that day when we will be
victimized with what is life's
"I'd like for somebody to
say that day that Martin Lu-
ther King Jr. tried to love
somebody.
"I want you to say that day
that I tried to be right and to
walk with them, I want you to
!be able to say that day that I
did try in my life to clothel
!the naked.
final common denominator — "I want you to say on thati
that something we call death" day at I did try in my li
shall, Massachusetts Sen. Ed- Among those who spoke at the j "I'd like somebody to men-
ward Brooke; Sen. William outdoor service, were Atlanta ! tion that day that Martin Lu-! sages as 
the master taught,
Proxmire. and Sen. and Mrs. Mayor Ivan Allen; Robert J. ther King Jr. tried to give his,Then
 my living will not be in
Eugene McCarthy: Collier, chairman, Board of life serving others. 
vain."
Several Negro spirituals were
sung during the quiet service.
One of the spirituals, "If I Can
Help Somebody Along The Way.
Then My Living Will Not Be In
Vain," brought a tearful res-




Trustees of Boston University
announced the day after Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., was
slain in Memphis that a new '
professorship and 10 new schol-
arships in his memory were
was a B.U. alumnus and honor-
ary degree holder.
President Arland F. Christ-
Janer made the announcement
at special services on the
Marsh Chapel Plaza attended
by Boston University students,
faculty and staff.
The Martin Luther King Pro-
fessorship of Social Ethics
recognizes, said, Dr. Christ-
Janes, "that during his theolo-
gical training at Boston Univer-
sity, Dr, King's most active
concern was in social ethics.
"This c o n cern extended
through his lifetime. His serv-
ice for brotherhood in bringing
peace and freedom to mankind
by non-violent means will be
furthered through the estab-
lishment of this professorship in
his name," Dr. Christ-Janer
said.
Dr. King was a 1955 graduate
8f the Boston University Grad-
uate School, earning a Ph.D.
He received an honorary Doc-
tor of Divinity degree in 1959
from the University.
At the services, which includ-
ed readings from Dr. King's
works by School of Theology
Dean Walter G. Muelder, and
which was conducted by Dean
Robert H. Hamill, Dr. Christ-
Haner said:
"In these next days many
things will be said about Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Let in
addition be our resolve that we
will listen to what Dr. King
has said. In this way we may
more clearly see the hopes and
dreams he has given to man-
kind."
The president announced that
10 scholarships will Pro-
vide full tuition, room and















Discount Foods  Beef, Chicken,
Pork, Ham, Bacon, Hot Dogs, Cheese, etc.
Plus all National Brands of food,
Vegetables, Fruits, & Juices
CALL NOW FOR INFORMATION   ALL FOOD GUARANTEED
FREE HOME DELIVERY ,DISCOUNT FOODS
PHONE RIGHT NOW ............. 363-2030
Assassin Claims Two Victims
In One Second Of Madness
The bullet which claimed the
life of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., on Thursday evening, April
4, also cut short the life of
fered a stroke on hearing that
Dr. King, a frequent guest at:
the motel on visits to Memphis,
had been shot, and never re-
Mrs. Loree Rollins Bailey, wife gained h C a tholic Josep
of the owner of the motel She died five days later at 
from St. 
Mrs. Bailey's survivors in-
and 
in Jackson, Miss., and
where the civil rights leader the Baptist Memorial Hospi- Jack State College
Nobel Peace Prize win- tal.
ner was assassinated. Funeral services for Mrs. 
moving to Memphis about 35
Mrs. Bailey, wife of Walter Bailey were held on last Fri-
years ago. She was a Catholic.
L. Bailey, owner of the Lor- day, April 12, at the Pente- At one time she was a teach-
rune Hotel and Motel, suf., costal Church of God in Christ
Carmichael Joins In
Black Anti ra t Move
NEW YORK —(UPI) —Stoke-
ly Carmichael told about 300
!young Negroes at the start of
a three-day, convention of a
New Negro antidraft group
that cooperating with whites
in the p eace movement
would "be our death."
Carmichael, former Chair-
man of the Student Nonviolentj
Coordination Committee, saidl
during a 45-minute address
that most white members of
peace organizations are "mid-
dle-class whites" who are not
concerned about the problems
of Negroes.
White newsmen were barred!
from the convention of the Na-
tional Black Antiwar, Anti-
draft Movement, which was set
up last January by Negroes1
who broke off participation in
a conference of the National
Mobilization Committee to end t
the war in Vietnam.
with the pastor, Bishop J 0
Patterson, Sr., officiating.
A native of Waterproof, La.,
Mrs. Bailey was graduated
Her parents were the late
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Rollint
of Waterproof and Jackson.
Aside from her husband,
chide a daughter, Mrs. Carobsn
Champion of 1838 Kingsviv
dr.; a sister, Mrs. Morris Gr4y
of Vicksburg, Miss., and to
er in Mississippi schools. Be- grandchildren.
fore she was fatally stricken, Burial was
Mrs. Bailey helped her hus- cemetery. R.S.









We mourn his passing and pledge ourselves to
the fulfillment of his dream for America.
Standard ENCYCLOPEDIA




















MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 1929-1968 [
TWO there were many people associated with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. dur-
ing his struggle for civil rights through the years, the man with whom he was probably mars
eiese than anyone else was the Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy. The two b•gon together during the
long, hot days of Montgomery and marched together right up until the time of De. King's death
bast --st.
aAN OF THE PEOPLE....Wheretrer Do. liertin Luther King, Jr.lieurneyed he was surrounded beImo* from all walks .4 10., Ohl people, youngsters, rich and poor alike were drown to this mars
.mitit through his coin", end belief in right, helped give hope to
itaitimswho had almost given up. Above • King follower breaks
lillemsgh to shako his hand as another march begins.
I Of WVUKLY WSSAACAZINIF
THE MAN FOR
The cover of . Time' magazine
1063, when the Rev. Dr. Martin
ted "Man of the Year."
ALL SEASONS
as it appeared in January,
Luther King, Jr. was selec-
PLANNED MARCH OCIR
April 22 hod been earmarked for tIt•
beginning of the_"Poor,P•ople's
Marsh" on Wirshington, D.C. which
toes to have b••rw h•ad•diby. Dr.
King. Above he, is shown di ing
plans for the march with represents.
tires ef American Indians, .Pu•rt•
Rican groups, Appalachian *kites
and other minorities. This meeting
=
was held Ip Atlanta, Ga. The atter ertit; be for the betterment tof •
iveleged people, regardless
el their color.
NEAR DEATH IN 'S.....Irtieingthredi
was • way of life for the Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr. en Sept. 20, 19311he
came within an •y•la sh *rite Ins
slain when he was stabb•d7 while
making a tour of a New York riepart-
orient store by Mts. Isola Were Curry.
Above Dr. King Is examined WI Dr.
Emil Neclitrici, a the surgical team
who successfully operated en the
minister. Mrs. Curry used • I•tt•r
opener in the stabbing.
LIVED WITH A8USE.—D•spite the high esteem in which Dr. King wee bold by .111 1...,
was a man who was constantly under attack by huts mangers. Above two won cos* te the eid
Dr. King after he was struck by a rock while Waling detesessretersell a clvilrighte inerek dorsi
the South Side of Chicago.
OFTEN JAILED—Pert .4th. price Dr. Mortis Lather K leg, Jr. had to
pay in his battle far human *quality in America were frequent trips to 1•11
in various ports of the country. But in calling for civil disobedience King
said, ''We oust be willing tog. to tail en moose. That way we may be
able to arouse the de•ing cessalences of doe biatiersk"
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